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- _ _OOULATOaAK_|
tech_cal report is in renj_n_e %0 the york dese_Aption
or Task 3910 for the RF T_% O_usoJ_ (G.O.365_). Design parmwters
I whieh enablslinearphase nodulationof a losked oJciliatorby complex
g vi_eo 048_ are establishedby analysis. ,_he_rlvingaignalle summed
i vi_h the phaseerror to deviate the lockedoecillato_accordingto tho
U basic block dAagraaof PAg_reI.I,therebyproducing• 1_ outpa_at the
earrlerfrequency.
I
As demonstratedin t.._analysisbelow, the system is feQsiblepro-
I
vlded that (I) a phase_etectorhavinglinear sawtootheharacteristios
g _ used. (2) the linearity and tiae constan'_of the deviable oscillator
I are adequate, a_i (3)a count-downfrsquencydividerAm _sed in the teed-
I bask channelto eoapressthe wide phasedeviationreq_Lredwithin the
I linearrange of _ba _ase detee_or. (h) The linearityand frequeucy
responseof all loop componentscan be fahnicatedto _he _eq_iredaecu_aoy.
"i:I Th. fainterequire.hi will have to be verifiedexperiaiontmlly.
I
I
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: " l. Summary of $_ecifi_ations (geference JPL Spac NO. GPG-15062-DSN)
i!:'! <::"" ; .The following per.tinent specification s e_tabllsh .
=_ the basic requirements"
_ I. Transmitter center fr,quency - 50 mcs _nually tunable
• + 500 cps.
• • _. PF,Operational l:_.odes- Simultaneous narrow-band/large5 = "
!ii_l "_'" . _odul_tion Ind r_x plu_ _qi._e-ba_dl_,_r_all modulation _rldex
operaticn.
)_I 3_ :_,_erence F_-equeney Stability-" _hort term: I part in
:>
_',I" 107 per minute.
:1 Long Term: 5 par_s in
::. _-. 107 per b,hour Deriod.
i|
• _. Frequency 2esponse - I-farrowBand: + 0.I db from d-c t,o
-. -- 500 kc
i: i Nidebend: + 0.5 db from 500 kc tO
.::,_ . 5,....Phase Deviation at 50 mcs - Narrow band spectrum: $ 3
: _., Wide band spectrum: +
.,. mm
...., ,=, tad!at: peak.
• - -
_m ii i IIII
] 9650] 9539-007
: - 5.._" _.
6. Phas_ _ability - i degr'_e_.M.S.phase error in transmitter- '
• w; ;
: r,>.ceiverpair measured in a noise free phase-coherent'
receiver of 2BL "-3 cps bandwidth I _.samendedon _ _ay 196_i.
7, Fidelity - £wo tone test_ of trans_,.itter-fec?iver pair:
Spurious sidebands within the modulation bandwidth
to b:_._0 db bclow the.modulated car_i-_r; or alteraati_ely,
50 db bel_,,_ un,;lodulatedcarrier,,
@. i_Dcviatlcn Lihearity - Consistenb with Fideliby requiru,._ent
9. Incidental A_ - Consistant _vith Fidelity requirement
F.. _alysis of ,_equir-_._ents
I. Peak _,r-_qucr_ _'_' " _' It is found %hat in order to
_.om;_ly";ith th_ phase deviation specified_ p ,ak frequ-_ncy d_viation_
of 1.5 and 2.0 mcs ar_- r_quirecJ for the :videband and narro_ band
moduiattons r<_sFectiw_.!y. Ph_refore, for th_ phase modulator of"
Figure Ii, _hc'VgC and its driving amplifier ,mast have a dynauic
., . ,
range of at least + 2.0 mcs at th_ 50 ,,_csoutput frequency.
i •
'i- , "
! 2. _peg__ra!,',_ei_l_tin,__f _.io_latin_,.o_.nal_ : During[
i". $._.]_ul_alleousmodulation th_ amplitud_ 19vels of the narrow band and
{",,.:.,Ide}.&ndspectrums are welgh_ed so _hat the deviation due to _he
! "• .__ . , , _ - _ ._/.
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!i!_ narrow band signal is ] rad.ans peak, while the deviation due to
,%.'.
ii_l the w_d_.b_nd _i_nal i_ ] _adian pea_. _hu_, the to_al co_,_po_ite
[
in the forward circuit, Fisure 1,1, must therefore accept two driving
i! signals, one narrow - one wideband, to one amplitude
band with t_rcc
[I
, _,;eighting of th _.respective signals. 2his is accomplished by
adj!_stment of resistor values in the input and feedback nat;qorl:s of
il -4- l--
,t,_ or._rational au.:_;:ingamplifi_.r.
!!d.;iit7 &llocations: i'h_ specification is ZJ.v_n for aj,
o
'_I tran_,r:itt;r-raceivcr pair. For d_-'_ ..__._lon purposccgth, transmitt.-=r and
I! "r-_cciv'_rA,_ 'tr:at,,.d s.:_:arat-_-_,=_Jl_-_.rc:it i. d ',._:....;1.-_,to !-a'¢c
separate objective:3. Should ti_c d_sig<-_r l:av_ co;,;plete f_'eedom
=iI,_ in the choice of subsyst_.ms, it is con_id_red that slight.Ly gr_at_ _
difficulty will be encountered in the t:_anJmit';cr than in the
receiver. 3ut the receiver system is _pecified in form and t_,_'.,:,:L%,.,e-
}II
to be a simulation of the DSI__ equip._.ent, ,_s will be _!.j_.:r
"["IJ bJlow, the deviation and fidelity objectives re%uir,_ allowance £or
ill
,]i1
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i iarg_ intermodt_!a%ion components at the output of "_hemodulation
detector. System performance need not be necessarily limited
! ,
providing ghe tones of the _t!z_ mi_nal are care_5/lly
| "
. Cho6._n to avoid frequency coincidence with intermodulation productS.
im
J| #i_h r_s_c_ to _he design ._. the _u, _.tor (_,,_,,_t_=),
" the int_rmodulation and in bar_ spurious objectives Will be taken
t_ at-46 and --56 db levels to admit equal degradation in the AA
,| mod_-lator, S/-_ s,_amer and P14 receiver.
!_ C. Su_ar_T of Design Ob,jective_
Objectives for a PLC phase modulator design are tabulated as
follows :
i. Loop Clmracteristics :
Type I - 6 db per octave slope of open loop gain over
, th_ modulation band. Amplitude Frequency _esponse (closed loop_ .
!
! -Flat •O.l _m re.._ inca.
.+
_ _. Delay vs. Frequency response (closed loop_-- less than 1
#. nanoSec to 1.5 lacs (tentative)
.... Xejectlon at 25 n;.cs- 50 db
_ Spurious and inband intermodulagi_n - 56 db below t_-
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6_ 3
modulated carrier peak phase deviation - 4 radians
" 6
_eloci*_y_nst_nt Kv " 9._ x I0
2. VCO:
_ Peak frequency deviation + 2 mcs
Se.,si_i_iw___cycl.s per second - volt
Linearicy - 2,:
Q _!2.5
! C'_tpu_ Car_i_r_ i:requency - 50 mcs
.3. Phase De_ector
• Linearized (Sa;_ooth) Characteristic%_
i ?ha._e Lrror Range - + Pi radians
! ..
Linearity - 5,_
- Sensitivity - 1 volt per radian error
4. D-C Amplifier
Gain - 20 db
_i Linearity - 0.i?
.!
.4 Voltage Output ,_ange - _+I0 v
i
i ,_quivalen% Corner Frequency - I_ m_ "
!
1




/" i : (Z/g) Quadratic
i 6":?esonant Frequency Wn6- _ x I0 r_$
I Da:,pin_ Coefficient, _o " 0.53
I 5_" Feedback Frequency Divider _atio_ N = /+"t " f
I0-9
_ ! ! : 7. Ssti-nated transport . lag.. around loop _20 x seconds












i[. LOCP DESIGN CONSI//ERATIONS
I_ hhi_ _e_tian some fundan_ntal relationships and basic concepts
of phase-].ock circuits, feedback control systems_ and low pass filters
are described in" order to e_tabltsb _ _ _3g_ca~ design preeed_u_e and to
)
support the m_chanization proposed.
A. Cptlz_izatlon Cri_ri_
The stan_mrds by whic_h one _easu_ss the merit of a system mast
be selected wi_h due considerat_cn of the cbjectives of the system
ope_mh_ng in its specific applicatioc. For the P%C - phase modulator
the desi_tr might consider several optimization c_eria. For example,
the designer might strive for _i (a) modulation error, (b) inter-
modulation, or (c) noise band_-Idth. The designer mlgj_t also emphasise
,_ (i) optimum transient response, (9) .maximally fiat frequency response
.W
(with large out of "band attenuation) or (3) optimally flat group dela2
(vs. frequency) response. It is cer$ain t.hat '_a_ of these desirable
characteristics cL_ot be achiewd in a single unique design.
1
"" -- .... _ :--_. _._,.'---'--"_i.-
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++ i _ i_ , ..++:__ +__ 5i + ++
+."
,I+_. • +'.
I . ]Oommee the W,F+..+phase :_.-LAtor operates 4n a %loin $,z_"
:._....._ e__ +_.em_i_tlon of noise l_mm_tl_ doomnot appear to ++
++.j,-.
: ¢
_+ + _o_ be lili_e<t o _se necessaryto assure the application_ z_iN.
._ _+_.. fPeo i_ti_ li_als, pure Pefere_ceeig_allaa_ clee__m+er su_es, -++.
• .- " ._a'_ is more .imperator in this application is the Id_d_zation .=. .
.I + + O_`+both the mm_xtlation error and the intePmod_a_ion betwen tones of :
ii1-'- : ".ia +ml_qi:x,lo o,_ signals, _sse are both li_eO, b_ h_ open loop gain
++
_. i and+Itr_ds loop .bandw_dt_s, ho+re_r such a d__++n met be t_i_'ed by the +-
,.
"! _racti_ realAu_io_ of the inherentli_atloal for stabilityco_-
+. _ the ,1o,z_u_Lm_-phalo i_iomm causedby _ea timo delay '/
.._ .. '_+u_ I:_. _ur_bsr requirement for attenua, ti,ng harmonic product_
f" +_: " ++
/_: __1_ e;_b:l._ty isno_ the pz_c_p_ objective i_ is _ev_r_helesl ,
•'_. - + _ the lt_td_ _aot0r, :Aoeept_blestability during transient for_s of _- ".
_"-: +. aod_ion.wo_d require a phue margin of atout 60 de_mes a_ the open
2dl + "+" 2..%"'f "Z'+
........ ii ++ + . -_ . -
/.P'_It_ .... . + . ,+ " +" ++'" _+'+'+"+_' '++_+"+'+"_':++ '"+ +"+_+'+++"_+++'+"'+'+++'=+++'+r_;+++_+'• "_.+_"- m +'+ '+++• :.....
,. . +.. .+,+.C,,,; __ + '..... J, ++'i:-.,.,f,+++s-+.,,.++,++++.++2.--._ ":++" /. : ,, +d'_'_'-_ :+..,.+;+_x+.,+.+,,+++_+_+_.._+:+',,+++..• _ .__._ _ - _+ ....... ,:-.+, .... . . + '+._" .+
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Wl_-a,"-'_y gain frequency. ..
Because the FLC - pha_e aodula_or is a feedback control circui_
it poeseases characteristi_.sge_erally comparable to those of a low
pass filterj having both an amplitude and phase versus frequency response,
It is not _uffici_nt to specify _ that the device have a flat fre_ nc_
response_ Should the slope of the closed loop phase versus frequency •_
rgsponse vary then delay distortion of the angular modulation occurs,,
To minimise modulation error and in_ermodulation a flat dela_ re_)onse ..
is also required.
Should a compromise b_ _:equlred,it is our considered opinion t_ia_
op_iaization of delay response shoul_ be e_asized to the _etr_n_ of
frequency (a_lltude) response, if nscessary. This reoo_endation is
based upon _he fact that distortion caused by the inherent eharaoterietie " "
I of the loop is _o_ dAffic_t to i_ve _hereas cc_ponsation for varia-




:' .-- its ap_liaa_ia_ _o the phase modula_or_ and ".
""*"* <2.
"_:2i:: .b_ ._r (O_ oqua._sat:i.on) alger deteotlon i_
" " or _U,_Ld_d. tone 1_sls
J . ."?herequirements of the ove_Lll _ten are neverthelss_ suprei. "
t
"-:: " ',._._ S_ u_que characteristic of the a_lied si_al8 (M_tch have -: ,,
J
" , not bosn specified ,nov examined, d_ri_ _he scope of this _gud_)
another result then the design possibilities are sufficAeatly flexible
to acco_tate an adjustment. Lacking s_ecific signal definition, _e
* I 8L_oet the criter.ta for a phase-locked phase _od_ator to be _'he -
i!i 1 _i_i_ation of _odulation error and inter_u_ation by use of a "_i_ally"
i_4atdelay response, with loop gain and band_idths consistent with the
I:
I -_ _od_lation spectrum and with adequate rejection of "spurious_ harmenic_
2
,.. _. of detection within the loop.
"0
.... e. -_a_1, _.om,- _ mter_ for zae_ _.:
!
.. In the clr_uit arr_aent shown in Figure I.I the obJe_tlve is to






_evlation. In actuality _e s_ amplifier, filter, and VO0 should
. !
, be considered as a single physical aubcircuit. An active filter is
visuu_ized. Te achieve broadband modulation a low-Q VO0 might be specified,
however extremes should be avoided. In the practical desi_ the VO0
sA_ouldbe assumed to have finite bandwidth, hence its control _ con-
stant should be a factor in the loop frequency response.
A simplified mathematical model of the PLC - Phase modulator is
i
given in Figure 2.i, _ereiu the phase detector is assumed to possess
linearity over the range of maxim_ error si_s and that distributed :
time delays are negligible. The corner frequency_ _j is due to the
limited response of the driving amplifier and VCO control circuit.
Under these cocditions the PM output ) Z_ _o , as a function only














But before conclusions are drawn as to the character of the filter,
I
P
FI(S), n must consid..rits secon_y function, namely that of suppreuing
harmonlcs generated by the mixing process within i he phase detector.
As a function only of these harmonics, we have also
Thus from Equations (2.2) and (2.4) the deeigner would appear to
be rased wlth a dilm in the choice of FI(S) for in Equation (2.2)
it im desired that the PM outer be dlrectly proportional to_ and a
/<
, 17
withla its band. This v_old be as_Jred if the gain constant _ _ wre
i£ FI(S) provided lead-com_ens _tlon to ca-Anteracg the lag cor_er (111)
_n_.ro_ced by _he VOD control. Frcm a modulation poin_ of view equation
4:,
:| _-__° ._)
occ_u_ at t.h_ _tmda_ental reference frequency an_ its harmonics
II
should be-su_ssed in level prior go m_dulatiou upon the PN (YCO)
!1
output. Beta:me of _he vide peak phase deviation specified (_ radians)
il
• a fee_¢k divider (o_ _io _) ss_s _he operating frequency of the phase
I1 detector only a _e_ ocJ',ave_ above _he m_ula_ion spectrum. The following




_ the PM ou_._t wc_ have the full a_lit_ie of haraonAo dietortlon.
SecondlT, m) filtertug v_tsoever F1 (S)" 1 could be selected in vM.eh
1
ease t_s ha:_ic distortion vould be atte;,_ated only by the re|poase
_ cf _ VO0 ,_ntrol circuit. Ihirdly by 1Aml%ing the frequency response
.[
to a wlni_ bandwidth appro_t_Aately equal to the modulation epec_ of
_* TM, A_ther filtering of _h_ harmonic signal, VR(a')R may be provided by
choceing a lag ffAl_er, _d_ere the parameters are appropristely cholera so
* as to en_Ar_ ].cop etabillty, yet with desirable loop delay cha_aeterlstieJ.
In the first and second alteraatlvos_ bandpau filters vould be
req_.red to re_ve the spurious mc_.ulation due to the harmonic signal,
VH. _eae filters would require a linear phase vs frequency characteristic
to avoid delay distortion of the modulated signal.
On the o_her hand_ the. third alternative, if careful design pro-
eedu_ee are emplo_d, can ,provide the deefre_., result. _he lag concept
/




"I is preferred because: (a) its cost is a_l compared to that of
I pcm_tion bandpass filteri_, (b) it maximises _e e_rgy within
n t_ d_sir_d PK outout spectrum by pre-modul_tion filterir_, and (c) it
avo_Is 6atp_a_ion of_ t_e amplifiex-srequired in the forwax_ channel
I
c_ the loop.
C. Loop Deelgn i_ the Complex Fre_ue_c_ Pla:ne:
I In this section three possible design procedures are presented.
I _ese include feedback control design,concepts based upon (a) the use
I of Bode and _cholq cbmr_s as typically used in se._vodesign, (b) the
• I USe o:f Butterworth lil'.ersynthesis to produce a maximally _lat amplitudo
I v;_._requency response, and (c) the use of cor_tsnt delay appr_xlmation_.
A comparative ar_lysis of the characteristics and performav_e of the
resaultingdesigns _gg_sts a need for ca_'efuland dotailenl_ecification
.... of phase modulator requirements.
- •
I. _se of Bode and Michols charts-Asymptotic Design: A con.
I wntional feedback design procedu_ has been use._in pre-
..... _._-_.__:_. _ :_.- -._:.:- _;.- -_.: __ --._,_.:..__ : ..-.--,._.--_,_.___.;_...: _-- . .... . ............. ,._c-_. _.__,._.T :A_m
I
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peration of a Frsli_tnary design f_r basic analysis of the loop
_ feasibility: The use of graphical techni_ae_ based upon the
logari_bsLic(numerical) gain vs frequency (or _ode) diagram and the
lo_u_It_c gain Ts linear p_=_ angle (Nichols') chart are simple in
application and effective in rapid synthesis of desi_'edcharacteristics
based upon a chosen form of open loop transfer function. The accuracies
obtained with the urocedure are sufficient for the majority of servo-dssi_
problems. In the paragraphs to follow the design !3 based upon the
frequency response, signal bandwidth, and spurious attenuation require-
_ents specified for the modulator.
In applying the Nl-_holschart (see for example any standard textbook
on li_e[ •feedback theory) it is _ell Mno_n that peaking in the steady
state frequency response of the _losed .oop is indicated by tangency
,!
of the Y_cus _f the open loop transfer function to an M cent<nn"
P
0£ constant magnitude. T_us for a specified flatness of frequency
•response of + .5 DB _e oper.loop locus ma_t reach unity gain in bhe





55-0u deles. Y_ o:_ierto illustrate the m_hed,ve select for the
qlmsi-linear model oi F_ 2.1 s lag filter comprising a single tlme
lo
constant also at a corner frequency, WI. We may _ te the open iouF
transfer function as:
1
" The gain vs £i_.quency reiponse can be detez_led from
, --J
which upon substitution of Equati_- (7..6) becomes.
' / 77 ..
,,_ O_ a].te_ tivllyi
[(-,->+.
_-The .iliaseangle vs frequency clgnorlr_ ti_Inspor_ lag a_ _li_
it _) _,.,_..
I .i." -_ - - _ _¢c_. _ _d_s
!i _, ' (_."3
1 ' r"
• - ' '- di'., -_ ..... 5;-" --7."
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• Bee-amend at the unity gain frequency for tho open loepp thus
-_ recommsnded plmse margin of 60 degrees Iz selected for acceptable
stability in presence of binary or trarsient modulation signals and for
peaking 11_ the £requency response of about + .5ribmaximum. We can _olveS




The next step is to determ_ue the open loop bandwidth, W . The re-
'- C
I
qulred v_l.e for _ is determined by_ (a) the gain reqaired at the top
'! ef the modula*_ion band (near _ - 2/7 _ l,ffM/0 & cps) for4_
the sQppres_ion of intermodulatlon com;on_nts (see Table _ and the







" to reduce the spurious levels, caused by phase detector carrier x'eed-
q
through and harmonics, to a level 50db below the umsodulated carrier.
According to the two-to_ analysis of a 5% !ine_" phase de_ector
of range + _ radians t_heintermodulation due to the detector nonlinearity
)
requiree rmgligible gain to meet the fidelity specification. If t._is
detector i_ achieved then _he open loop bandwidth, Wc, can be calculated
t
on the basis of (b), the attenuation at 25 mcs. From the geometry o_
Figure 2.3 it is obvious that
F_
; 0.$I '
., G - _,__-a./- - /, 43 _,s
_ .'1"_
K,_ -.. f . 77 v / o g _._e-_
f
I








: "- -'/:'-" '; " " 'J-: '2 . o: ,.,
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We have prerlo'_ly ri@omIe_ed:
: i#
/
i! I ' If *h " 'e *'<0" "' "i'i*_tY _ , " / " ' ' " " " _ in P_ S e" "r °"
I1 ___._ --__ #,0 radiar.s peak Iri t_lin the
'7
il - " Fur.er c--rations sh: that the selected parameters for the
-. basic io_ipprovide a desirable frequency response without the assistance
I _- '
Cf suggestec pre-emphasis. A graphical solution was :.._ _rmed first
: determine the roots of the closed loop equation and the peaking of its
li 'frequency response. The graphAcal solutions are given in Figures 2.2








, i " 1 ' _" t-
;, , Ad
!
• analytical ecmputatlon of the closed ._.oop frequency response which is|
=hown in Figure 2.5.
I _.heclossd loop transfer funct.iongiven abo_s can be expressed in
I more genera] form _s:
/J
i In Figure 2.2 values for the parameters _ , W • and W2 are determined
n
-- from the open loop _ and the real axis plot. The complex
I
roots vere found at a resonant frequenc,Wof 2._ mcs with a damping
i
coefficient of 0.578 . The upper lag corner f2 in the closed loop i'_
I at approximately 7.8 mcs.
I plot may be drawn which clearly shows a -50 DB attenuation at 2g race
I relative to the low pass signal spectrum.
The frequency response of the closed loop might 1_ estimated by
reference to ar41rstandard text on control theory_ which have graphical
E
I
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frec_ency _.esponseefor quadratic or com@lex roots. _tim_.tes may also
be made using the geln-phaee plo_ o_. Figure 4, where the curvilinear grid
represents the closed loop performance. Fr_a _is plot _ pea_
o£ _he order of 0.4 DB or less will occur at about 1.3 mcs P_ shown by
• _he tange_cy of the focus to the /_p contour.
In vlew of the very _ight specification on frequency response, i.e.,
less than _ .l DB at 50OKcs and _ .5 DB at i._ mcs, it was deemed mivlsable
to compute the frequency response a_lytically, from
or al_ ernatively,
'.ij, "




iIbere - 1 volt p :r radlan. This equation is written in te_ of the
_i open loop _esign parameters N, Kv, and _. It does not i_volve thd
iDa_curacies of the graphical method. From the curve of Figure 2.5 '
,,i . it is seen that excellent correspondence with graphical estizo=tesre-
sulted. The relative attenuation at 12.5 and 25 mcs was calculated to
be -3_o8 and -_0.9 DBres_ecti_l,_.
!
Study of Fignre 2.5 reveals that a satisfactory amplitude vs
frequency response may be obtained by simple synthe,_s prcced'_es_*
using Bode and Nichol's diagrams, especially where the open loop trax_er
v
function consists of simple polynomials.
The phase response of the modulator my be calculated by u_e of
the arctan_ent o£ the ratios of imaginary to real parts of the closed
,,_ loop transfer function, as evaluated at frequencies of interest. _e
x_sponse is shown graphically in Figure 2.2 frc_ the open loop
4ata. Using the c_wvi_r _rld of Figure 2.2, the cleee_ loop phase
|




I The group (time) delay caused by the low pass characteristic of
I the phase Jodulator loop, having the suggested parameters, was calculated
I accurately and is plotted in Figure _.6. The variation in group delay
I over the frequency range up to 1.5 mcs i_ seen to be less than hO nano-
seconds. Over the narrow bar_ichannel 0-500 Kcs, the variation of group
I
delay is about 5 manoseconds.
I
2. Design for maximally flat frequency reb_onne:
i
it has been suggested that loop synthesis using _he Bo_e and Nichol's
diagrams as ilJustrated _ (i) immediately above is overly conservative
in that improvements ix_liatness of amplitude _sponse over the desired
i bar_ and greater attenuation _o out-cf-l:andharmorics and spurious
I signals should be possible. 8utterworth filter synthesis procedures are
i
! suggested as a p_ssible _za_e-locked phase meal"Ic!a_ordesi_m technique,
i
To obtain a BCJterworth characteristic _he pcocedure requires the
syathes_s of closed loop poles, coL?lex and real, lying on a semicircle
in the left half of the complex frequency plane. A 1_amentai constraint
_[. ogacW-'9_....... , _ _ _ _,. , .- ,_ J ,, .I _o ,,J-'- _,-"-::- -L _ 2 = _.I _ . ____
/ "& .,. . , .
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on _h_ _slgn exists beea._use of the inherent pole at sero frequency
i_l "_Aichis a r_cessary _ec_iA'_nt for _,e open l_p _rar_sferi_tion of
i;'"
-_ all-_ase-l_-ke_ c_ecults.
- _y __a Choice of loop gain and loop filter (FI(.-)) chazaoter-
1 a _ut_-r_or_h dlstrlbutious as lllus_rated in Figure 2.7.
From the root _cLtm diagrams one may surmise that _d order But_er-1
o .-
• _rths may b_ readJ.7_-synthesized _h phase lock systems having the
.- !_erent pole ab _ero plus lOOp filtering by co,_lex pole networks. On
the other harta even order _h_tterworthphase.-iockedcircuit designs _mq_Lre
"_" " _ _,_.(_ 4_o_.e on _, .r_.al _x._, _hi_h_ _h p_p_X _ gain de_A-,'_.n,_._.o1_l,
:| . _Cmbines with the inherent pols at zero to form a complex pair on the
-7
semlclrcle,
For ex_ple, the transfer function for a three e_ ___tter_rth
L'_
re_se e_ the phase modulator output as a function of the input
1965019539-037
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_i phase-lockedcircuitrs_p_iresa pole at lero in its open loop transfer
function. Since the totaln_er of polesInst be equal in the open
and closed loop f_ncticns we select the open loop transfer function as-
5___ + _  j
A closed loop transfer function may noll be _tteii in terms of
_(.s)
open lo_, parameters by substitution in the familiar relation f#) __
" . / _'(s)
i so. that:
• I "i .
- ---- .......................
' +,)+-s
I By equating the closed loop relationships described by Equations (2.17)
I _ (_.19) and =olvlng for open loop parameters, we may synthesize •
I _hase-locked modulator having the P_,tterwurth characteristic. The
t__ _S, s_ _ - _.a _r.,.l S _. _




14 .... I !
- "" --_ . . t- # :_;"- : '": :" ":"' _ :,1 'J
• - , , , z£ _t _,1 'b =
ti_ _,,-___li_-_ -_ -.._+,"_i._ -ill ->_:__,.__>_..-._-_ .-_'_._ ìt0l"_-_._'_= _e.A-_:_"- -, -_'_- : .z...: ........ __._.-....... ._,_.t.-_ _.'• _ ......"....
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_, _e eoodi_ionsfor equalityrequires_hat th coefficientsof llke powor
..
_' rest be equal, _erafor,,
=_ .( ?.•
L-
In order to completelydesign the 3rd, order Butter_orthresponsethe ....
only deternimtion necn_ary is to selecta value of _ for the desir_l
flatnessover a givenba_dth. _e coefficientof dmplng il uo_
• detemimd for a_ designbecause_ the uniformand 8_ta_ _S-
tr_butio_of poles en the unit _at_er_orthcircle. For the 3_d order
_tterworth the ooefficlentie
4
:!_ y - 0.5"
The val_e for the resonant fre_encT _ _t) , of the __rth
my _e selected_r01 th_spublished normalised¢ur_Is. (S_e for mul_le




I "_ference Data for Radio Engineers",hth Edition,chap. 7, page 19h,
I (a book publishedby i_ Corp.). For a droop in the a_pli_udefrequency
i responseof O._DB at 1.5 acs t_e s_andardnoraalizedcurve for the 3.._
{_,_-- 3- F _/o & _ps _ _o,,,se,t,,,-e,,,/'/y'
I -'
I fo
i _ open loop transfer function for a 3-wi order Buttereort; _ecomes:
_, 5"-/T _ /o _
o _/0 I_" /0 )T" x,,o6,
The designer of the phaN-lockod phase modulator may consider even
I




For the _t4_ ordsr B_er_or_._. _znthesis the conditions are





_?. .+_C._ 1AaAting_he aapl.i_ude frequenc_ response to _ over
_e Io_ a_s t_un'wldth_the c_uted oolu_lon is:
+
= 1,91/7" g/o _ = _,_-/o_ sea+
i
+.
I + ++".-• . -- , 0,5 .-P
I 8o tatar
,. _P+'+'+"+/*_" :tA o4 _+/d, _',q...<.,+/ot +'1
I• . The frequent 7 response_ of the 3rd and _ order But_erworth designs
,:
I ware evaluated and are plotted in Figures 2._ and 2.9.
I The a_t_ respo_ Figure 2.8 o_' the 3rd order But_ereorth ahows
relaSiw a_enua_ion of_bou_ -_ DB a_ 12._ _cs a_.._bout -60 D_ at 2_
I_S. _his is aeecIplished _ith a phase mrgin of _ d_greee Figure 2.10! .
and _ith a verla_i_ in group dalay of ahoy',, 3_ nan_seoonde over _he




+_<" . . , -- ,,L - -- - ' ..... - . :'" u, ,,. & _+_+_-.+:....... --: i+?_" Z" I_L'3.









Corresponding responses of the 4t_horder Bu_terwort_ sho_ relativl
attenuation of -56 LB at 12.5 mcs and about -:3 DB at 25 mcs, Fi&'are2.9.
_e phase margin r_mained at 58 degrees, Figure 2.12; _nile the group




i 3. Constant Delay Approximation: - A third design procedure which
m_j" be of greater significance for angular modulation
i systems of which th_s study is an example lies in the synthesis
of a phase modulator loop having constant delay approximation.
I
Reference to FigUres (2.6) (2.11) mud (2.13) for the Bode-
i
Nichols and Butterworth procedures respectively, indicate a
i
severe variation In the group delay vs frequency responses
+ I Imz_ic_iy in the top of the modulation band. For some systen
/
the indicated varlstlon may produce delay distortion of _erious
I consequences. In the design of the phase modulator, greater
•_._ I emphasis may be placed on the celay response th_ has been .
i afforded by either the Bode-Nichol;s or Butte_-worth procedures.
I
A design procedure similar _o that developed above for the
' B_tterworth maximally flat amplitude response may also be
developed for linear phase (or, constant delay) vs frequency
, approximation. For constant delay approximation the poles Of
the closed loop phase-locked moQulator are forced to aooume a





_._ - ...................... ......... _ ............ ..................... _ . . ................ _-._. .... _-:._4,r...- - .
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:_ A three pole distribution approximating constant delay is
described by a closed loop phase modulator transfer function:
_ _@,
," *l) _ /" _ (-..+_1 i_l (2.311-1!
4
The form of the open loop transfer function, as in the case of
: the Butterworth design Is
\
In terms of the open loop parameters the closed loop function is
/
i g_,, ,<,__ ---- 47f j -/. / _4(_.3s)
': (,4J,__
: and the condition for synthesis of approximate constant delay is
i,
i












s! Therefore the open loop parameters, for a specified closed loop
_L
i -distribution of poles are:
_ _/ .------_ ,
_ (2._1
The open loop trm, sfer function now beoomes"
,, i i i |
3rr_ bz
<ds) = ---
where the roots are at




As the B_tterworth design may be extended to _th and higher
iI
q order fu_ctlon,_, so also may the synthesis of higher order
1965019539-054
\>% " j ,,_'
i
constant delay approximations. For a !_thorder deAay approximation
I Fig. (2.1_b), the synthesis requires open loop parameters satisfying
the following conditions:
I _"+bl_-___')
i K_ = - _<>::(___--_-_- _ <_.,,_
I
I <.,,,__o--Co""+_-b_)L._.: Eq (2 oliLt)
gz a..i _e- <.O°o<_.o--:+.o-<.>,o)
I i o-co--'-+<<_-> E_<,._s>
I _, :_,,.--+_,?<J<.,._+,.<.o--=(_-_+_-<,:J<.<,.,:
.Q -- Eq (2.h6)
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:$ Design wlth___ Bessel._Polyn.om_ials_for_Mou_im_ll_._[,'/_Delay R_soonse:.___ -
! AS an a!terna_ive to th9 linear distribution of poles as required
:_ in Fig. 2.1_A (which g_ves constant delay with a r_.pole factor), Bess_.l
_clynow_sls r_y be oel_.cted for a ,v_l!y flat de_._ re_r.onse. De-Z
rlvation of the %_.sael [-oiy,-:_ials is described in the technical literature.
....._e.....cients for celyrtom-:als,in (s) are givenj_ com:enient table _ ^- _ Une
g for e._ar,'?.ie,in Weinee '[_ Louis, ...._.r: 2yntr'esi:_Network Design from
J
I _ 4.. Oct ' _;_.Ts!"]es, Part _''".._,_ i:l"ct'.'orlc_'es_:.n, • 15, _... This table is
j
re::,._ed here in "":_r.:_. 2.1._.
:,
From the ncrf.:-ll'z'::Jval .,cagiven in Fig. 2.15 the fol!_.wing distribu-
tions _' . _. _2T_t,_......e the Fessel pol3n_onlals:(_ Poles are required to "" "_oo_-
)
: For a 3rd ,.._"--.._. Pessel : k.-. :
.. 3
i! ""
_ s - ..2.32219
s - -I.'_3_91 +j 1.75h38 Eq (2.47)
1
For a hth order Besael F4(s):5
s = -2.89621 _ J _,.6727h!
, _"^_" zq (2.4u)! s = -2.g9621 - J :1.o,_.a
! s = -2.10379 + j 2.65742
iI s- -2.]OY/9- J 2.65742
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i I
Element V_lues (in oh,n_, henrys, faz&ds) of a Maxlma11y-_Jat Time-Delay Network with ResistaJnee
Terminz_tion at Lo_d End (K I = I for a11 values of n). (For this case unprlmed values correovond to
& cUrrent+so +roe input _or n odd &n_ to a yoltage-source input for n even. )
v.l,,or, _,+,L; _,zo,¢_ %o,'.._ L4o,% cso,,% ,-+.,c;, %o,,+; '+.°,% %o,% '+io,+c.. %"'-h
t l.OOllO
J 0,_35) |.Ib0¢0
} O. ) I,&? 0.4_ o O.I.,J)_,
[ " 4 ..lo00 " o:,_9', .,4.,? 0,,,.|
I I
• O.066T e. £'J48 0.3_.0] 0.4_|f, 4.&Z)L
I 6 II004?6 S. t4O0 0. Z|_ 0, _00S I;. _IS 0, $_q5
i
] ? 0.0)5? O. 105_ 0.1704 0+ ZZ_i 0._Z_ 0. JM7 0.5111 i
i • l.OJYl 0.ell+ +.|331 {. II05 0.1157 O. ZkMI 0.)ZtZ 0.4?+Z 1
+
+ +.0U2 1.06¢0 +. 507_ +.1463 0.||It 0.11Z$ 0. l_k$ O. l?Ik 0.4414 .
lO 0. ll_ O.15_ 0.if0& 0. ll_ 0+|54+ . |II0 +. I0+$? 1.3_ I. iYII 1¢4161 J
.II O.llll 0.145! 0.154_ 0. t011 0. t2H o.l_ e )?oe i.. 16 +.Zl?5 kll_ l.Hn 'l-
Tabl_ III_ 3
• i E:_ICIM.K_ ._n,11y-F1atC°ei_icientsTimc-Deh,,Ofthe _)o1'raomialSNelworkshn( ) = sn+ a n - I sn . I + an. zsn - Z+ .. • + als + a o Ueed Lot i
R ; * |1 5 3 _
4 lOS 105 4_ 10
• .El S 9q$ ')45 4_0 _oS IS
!1 1O..;?_ 16. _15 4. ?Z5 1. z&o II0 _' . ._ _ 1.1_.k35 l)S,l)5 62,3.*0 IT,)Z5 $,iSO $?t_ _1
8 I. 0IT. _2S _. 017.0_S _45.9< $ _10. Z?0 Slo 97_ 6. _30 6_ Sk " "
),4, 4_154Z_, 34.+4+_. 425 l&,l+&,100 4,T1%71S 54S.945 I}1.1]$ I |, l_l@ _ 41
":." l0 654.?,.075 '.4.7_.. _15 310. ] 34.81, ,l.,,t..0O |1.9|1.9_0 l.'}?+l)5 )I'.31" I_.7" 1.41' ''
I! II I}.145.310. S+S I+.745.310.57+ 6. S47.110.+Se 1.964.117.115 413. S13. I00 14.324.150 ?.N?.II4 +?I. 6?I 4l.+_J 1.141 il "'++ +
II
_&Me_]_*l+Zeros o[ Polynomials hnls) = s Yn(I/s) DerLved Irom the BeJeel Polynomil_l fo_' VIIUlI'
OJ[n _rl'om | through 1 l
• I -I, ooo_ooo %
I
3 -t, MlkkS4; -l.l+l+0?} l)I.754341+
I 4 -l.l_kll0i _.1_6?1).41; -+.10+_l +JI.iITIIH• $ .3. k4k_f31(_; -).3$t9564 ._Jl.?4++{'._. -1;_46743 IJ3.$TIOZZ9
_.++++ it, -4.245115Se_4 1J_.1615@971 .-3.?15701114 tjl. t,16_tt_t3; -t,SllglZl tJ4,4916TH
l.
"_1 | -t.tlTll60 t_().liFklt4; -Z.631_iW tJ$,JSH+;$1 .4.36kMyI tj4,4144411; .%10484418 lJl.61il?li
t. 56. H+I19); -i. ll_)i1_ %D.+l+l+lh .i.t044111 tJ3.4_15?3! -_I.}I14_I_ tJl.l111?11i .I.9_91_I 't|T.l+l_l+
"':'_ II +%.111045 t_.liWl_ll: -).101?ll_ tj1.2)169911 .k.i|IHIk tJl.illlilh -i.9iTllll lJ4.)l++115 -4.11611H _q_kt4_ll
It .?.illiMl; -LIIlIlI} tj5. I_+171"-I.111641) 45T. I$?0101_ -+.M411fl I]I.TII_.M+ -T.+111914 _|.HI411 e).ll_)lllt
,+ .
+ i + .......++ +g=-- +x'_%_,_i!%_'_ .... e i . ere; ..... ., • + . ..... ,.-m_ : ........ _ ...... . .....
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The synthesis of the PLC phase modulator for these closed loop Besael
chAracteristlce requires a distrlbutlon of poles in the open loop transfer
function as fcllows:
; Fo_ a 3rd Order Bessel G (s)
seO
s - -3.00000 + J 2.'4_9_9 Eq (2.49)
_ s - -3.00000 - j 2.44949
For a 4th Order Bessel G4(s)
s-O
s - -5.23548 _ (2.50)
s = -2.38226 + J 3.7921_
•s - -2.38226 - J 3.79214
i
Using the digital computer, these parameter_ were used to obtain
I data for curves of _amplitudeand delay vs frequency. In order to compa_T_
the Bessc_ and Butterworth desigzs_,the Bessel responses were normalized
to give a -0.2db variation of a_plitude frequency response at l.Smcs.
The am;&itude responses are Gaussian in shape. The_ are gravenin Figurel
(2_16) and (2.17) for the 3rd and 4th order Besuels_ respectively.






• - _ :,. V_ o
!
Figures (2.18) and (2.19). In eit_er 3rd or 4t.horder Bessel designs
!
•i note that the variation c_ _roup delay is ex_re_iy s_ll _'I nanosecond
I over t_e band to 1,5mcs) to fre%uencies ._u_hhigher than 1.5mcs. _
I inter_odulation due to delay distortion is vastly improved over the
I .B_-Nichols and Butterworth designs.
I 4, . Comparative Eval_tion of Design ._ocedures: - In the stud_ re_rted
herein an attempt has been made to apply some of the ._orefamiliar synthesi
I tec_mi_s to t,.he design of a PLC phase modulator. The designs were re-
present>ti'tebut ,_,_ all-inclusive. The ingenious d_slgner may certainly
i
v!suaiize other oole di_Crlbutions capabl_ of gooc results, e_pscially
if a compromise between d_lay and a_,litude responses is required or
:- Justifie_.
A-- At this point .alisting of Lhe significant features, advantages
," ar,d disadvantages of the _e._ign procedures studied in this investigation
F !,i:-' iS offe,.edto develop a preferred tec_.ulquefor the mechanization phase.
I (A_ Synthesis using Bode-Nicho];'s Diagrams.-,.
_ -' I. The procedure is primarily gra-hical, uslr_,asy_to_ic curves
<, ,_ ". _.. -..
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in the 3od_ diagram, and M contours of constant _ag_ttude Jn the Nichol'sp
2. The procedure is very rapid o_d easy go use, Imztlcl_ily .for
_yste_ p@asssaing _-_al roote, Llthou@h it l_ slightly more difficult to
?
use vlth co_l_x roots.
) . .
}o 3. Excellent results are poss._le in synthesis for a specifi_l
a_litud_ _,a frequency response.
4. Ra_he_:poor results are antic_nated in synthesis ¢f a spoclfle_
closed loop _ei_y vs frequency response. This is the pff._ary._isadv_nt_g_
when used _Ith angular modulation systems.
T_ 5 " The proc_dur_ does _er_l% a sisals and excellen_ graphical illu_-
_atlon of stability _-gins of the design.
6. The proo_iure also pe_mlt_ a siaple graphical illustration of grans-
port lag effects on the systea performance. It is in this respect that t_he
,_ Nlchel'e chart _ay supplement the co,ration neoessary for Butterworth or
Beseel s_nt_esis procedures..
i
/. (B._ S .th_si_ ueiz_ _tterwortn Pole Di_:rib_ion_l
! i. The pr_e4ure ie primarily _o_tati_l although a root lo_us
Ii diagram to useful :'or illustrati_e _urpoees.
t
--_.'I_"T--'_"--'_'_ .......... • - _ _ _- .L""
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i 2. The procedure sives a maximally flat syste_ azpi-t ,.de response
over the inband spectvtm. It gives excellent out of band rejection 4.e-
!
pending upon the permissible inband amplitude ripple.|
3. The procedure gives a poor system delay response. A large varia-
I tion in group delay occurs near the top of the inband spectr_u. As _th
r_
the Pode-Nichol's method this is the primary disadvantage of the -..ethod,
V





i_ i ho The procedure is not easily ada,ntableto accmmt for _r.piitude
|!
: (C) S_nths.sisusin_ Consta._tDela_rPole Distributions:
i,
"_ i. _e pro_ed'_e is primarily computational in its application,
%-
,.. altho _fgh ere a roo_ locus is usefv_lfor illustrative purposes.
I,
[_, 2. Synthesis of _essel polynomials _ives a maximally flat systen
.<
_ delay vs frequency respor_seover the In-band spectrum. (The linear
; pole distribution gives a constant delay approximation with a ripple
'_ factor). This is a primary advantage for angular modulation systems.
" _ r ~'''_'''_" .... t'
q, .
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+_; 3. The Bessel s_thesis results in poor out-of-b_md rejection,
e.
_ t,hs anplitu._e res_o':se follo_ri_7 a 3aussian curve (for a la;:ge n-amh;.r
g_
_. As with the Putterw_rth synthesis, sJ_:ui-/a:• d_fficult-_ is en-
'b
++ countered in accountin C fo_.... _4_,,_.... 4_,,......_ _ ,_cal'++ngeffects caused I::¢transport
_ lag effects, r_ut since the }_essel amplitude responsa is fa.!)ing off r,_ore
+'_' rs.,J.d!y ",rithin the in-band spectr:.w', t_mn is the ca_e for the I?.utter_orth
4
{ dasigns, some ?eaking near the top of the nod'alation band may actual ly
_-_ be b.,ne._c.__lto the frequency rcs_o_e of the :..e_.-eldesi2_. The effect
{[
of tro+ns_+ortlaS con p=*oba_:!ybest be sh-,wn [y sue+,lemen_ing the design
I
'_ with the. Uichols gra_h].cal chart.
In conclusion, _.th resoect to s3q_.thesJ.s"._"_'' ....
+o_e_u ....s_ the _tudies
reported herein reveal _hat rather rer_rkzble results have boen shown
.If
"'I to be theoretically possitle; considering, the _._++ en_ const.rain_s
"I F.osed by _e fundanental characteristics of phase locked loops. For
[]
'i





I(6') the necessary emphasis on delay vs f_quency response
to prevent delay distortion and intermodulation, requires a
!
Bessel synthesis, or at least a constant delay approximation
!
in the PLC design, and
I (b) if necessa_7, phase _.inearamplitude equalization should






5. _cf_alizeti_ Cc,ncep%_: - The charact_ri_tlcs and performance of the
_ssible PLC phi,so modulator de_i_n_ achieved by the _bovs procedures
may :Lv_some cas_ b_ 'Jlgnificantlyi_rov_d by equalization networks .,
placed ,_t_Xde th_ FLC loop. In order to achieve optimnm amplitude a_
phase (o_ delay) vs frequency responses si_t_neo_,sly many mathematical
_els _mightbe envlm_ed. But practical ec,_aomlcsof design plus loop
stnbillty _equiremeuts llmit the synthesis of poles to three or four
as illustrated above. W£_h a four pole d_-signthe loop wou_i be limited
to its inherent pole at _ _eo, plus a _al a_Is pole at so_ high frequ_cy
WI, and a complex conjugate pair at a rel_tivvly high resonant frequency
Thus in or_-r to improwe performance of the illustrated designs (which
are not suggested to foreclose other po_sibl_ distributions cf poles of the
clos_A-Ioop transfer _nctiou) it _,y be necessary to adjust the overall
m.xlu!atorresponse eit_e)tby pre-_L.Js to the modulating spectrum or by
po_t-mod,Alationcomper_:ationto the VCO out_,u%wave. In either case _he
external network would not be a direct lector in th_ desiga of the P_ loop
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1 : for std_L_ty.
I For ex_ple if tbn nodulati_ s_ consJ_ts of 8n enaasb:13 of
6iscrete t_nes or channels, as perhaps in a te_itry and s_dato_sI
ranging systeu, it _orAd be a s_lo sitter to adjust for var_at:Lo_
|
_t :ideal _cy (tmp_tmis) response b7 _£_hting tlJ t_Ltv_tua_
IoF
.: ton_s _or to the si_ conb:Lue_% Pre-e_h_:_ Ysltors sl_mld no_
11 O_ bo used withuut duo ccmslderat£on of the_ of_oe_, _n _b_se
:i so vall _ anp1itu_ response.
I
The us_ olp prea_u_t_ do_ay _l_L_lat_o_l ul_ e_-pa_l f___ -
ordsz. _att_,¢_ networks or _lU_W_l_nt_ _n order to co_ev_ate for the
i_
i
_ak_ t_ d_l_y responses of FlSums _,z.6) _,,0. (2.1_) t_ theoret_._
ea,_lr poe_'ble, It :Lebel:Lew_L that bettor reo_lts ad41h_be obta:Lnod
w_th second order al.7,.-pus m_ruetures p:laood :in _he 50 HO oU.tF-'_ _.
ot th_ VO0 outs_t_ the PLC loop.
S_uld _. be des._,-ed to 8Datbes_ a _onstant d¢_7 ap_tton
! .
network o_ • l_r_e number of po_©, greater th_n _ _.t _ suHsoted
that this nay be 8ocon_Ltsbe_ by using e,_A_pass structures to__e___ the
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C L. . -_ :- : f" -,C.
L;,
i V_. A_m_,tt_g sysmtrlcal comp1_z conJNate zez'c_s Ln _e right half
plane the distribution oi" roots mmy be arrangsd In patterns such ms
&










¢ , ,,i;- :
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Sinc_ the all-pass network contributes twl¢_ the pha_ aa_le of the
c,._,_pl_:;-ul.:-11 the left half plane_ the di.-tribu_icnmust be nor,uni-
for_ as shown _u_the sketch,
J
_, _va=l_atlcnm_l .c-_com_,_inti(.ns:- The d,_sl_nermu_t conrJ_x_er_-'
A _--LCpha_e modulator operatin, at h;.n¢"-idt.ha_n the megacycle Z_rjirns
._;stI,avean.equivaL._'_t_the_._,tlcalmtW..el,f (s), _.th poles of the
i
r " . •
_o:,_n;.loop char_cte_latlc ecuali?.n,i;.el_,,_.Jm,:.at least the fcl]o_i,:._:
3 - 0 -- _J-j_cr:z:_,,Iz all Phase Iccked clreuit_.
5 " %1 -- i_,er_r.tin '_t:e VCO ccmtrol,
4
S "-_ + J w -- _:;_rt~ ._crfi]._erii?gcf _h,%_ed_tec_cl-
ha_.-.aics cf mZ_,_ and fo,- ]:o_ ......... ..
?_'_s,the de&'..hnm_st be b-_sedupc,n th,:s2_,ther,_¢.fa:.ideal _iet:_",_,-
_n[:"" _.[,!em_.n_:_tionf circuit_ suKgests methcd._of achi_.vit_a fourt,,_:,_.er
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I jyutea. In the distribution of thee. poles in the closed loop _de. it
I il ole_r that hi_ fidelity an_dar modulation _,y_te_ require constant
, I delay,ve frequency ch_.racterlstleeto aw_id int_r_ulation of an eD-
l se_le of signals, a_d thus the Besse! distribution is preferred. B_t
if.the _ pole Bessel is e_lec%edm wh_t are the consequences on frequenoy
•. re_ponse and out-of-band reJectio_ of undesired si&r_Is generated by the
I feedback divider and plane detector circuitry?
To conduct a comparative anal_sis of the Butter_o_h a_ Bess6! de-
si_ the _rves of Figures (2.8),(2.9_ (2.17), and (2.19) were co_ted
i a__ at a maxlma_ droop of -O.2 db at the top frequency of 1.5 mc_. For
!
this condition comparison of the _tb order a_litude responses of the
Butter_orth, Fibulae(2.9), and t_ Bessel_ _Are (2._9), curves reveals
_A_erior ou_-cf-ba_ rejection at 12.5 and 25 ac, in ghe Butterworth de-
sl_n as compared to the l_ssel response!
• 4_' : !
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//
fre_enc2 4 pole Butter_;ortb _ pole Bessel
1.5 acs ..... o.2 ,ib ..... 0.2 _i_
! _.5 mcs .....56 ab -----13 ab
25 _:_ ..... 79 db ..... 3_ db
" O_ i_ to be reminded however, that the speciflcaticn for ghe _haae
modulator requIA'es am a_olitude frequency response cf + 0.5 d_ at 1.5 mcs.
J
Thi_ specificatic_ ma_ be interpreted to mean that the pe_k to peak variation
-
! permissible ever _he _iulaticn band from O to 1.5 mc_ is a total of 1 db.
Assumin£ that one-half (0.5 db) of this can be lo_ic_lly allotted to t_
?
phase modulator the whole design may be f:-equency scaled accordlngly:
.... 0 g db' 1.5mcs - ..
.. 30.5d.b
12 ._ mcs ....
" 25. _cs ....51.5ab
From the normal_zed data com_uted for the Bessel distribution under the




I I _ _i_ _O _nt_i_[_ _Jecti_ of Ios_ th_ o_ n_o_c_e
i_ I The co_-lusion c____-be _ra_ that it is possibl_ to s._itth_siseaf
i. I PLC i_hase modulator having a Bessel _str_bution of poles with aa_I-
" '1 extmemsl_ li_ar delay vari_tlon chsr_cteristic, add a satisfactol_
I_- ' a,_plltuderesponse. _his as_s that the phase detector is desi.Lned! "
for a ftu_amental harmonlc VH at 25 mcs ar_/that sufficient bai_ncei
"_ is obtained t_ prevent k .5 mcs £oedt_c_gh a_ a level gr_ter than
i
v
:_ _ _20 db rel_ti_e to the sensitlvity of the peak aodulati,_gslg_al VM.f
,_ _he close_ loop parameters to be s_hesizw.d for a Bessel &i_trl-




i S = ----1,97756__J_.4979_ x I0 ? Equation (2.51)
I To sXn_hesise these values the open loop @ar'ameter__re_
¢ 1
Ii t "
'i. S = O I07
,%.
s -- h.9_5 z
p
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_ Fr_ these rdlu_s
.!_ o _ 0.53
.-
_ 1 -_ 9.5x I'






thls sootlon, L description of the req_ r_m_nts imposed upon the maJer
?-L'. subqirg_ts is preser_ced. The guidir_ theme has been _o avoid generation of
. intermod_tioa and distortion is so far as Ja practical)rather than to _phmsize
Compensation alter the faot.
A_ Fee_ck Divider: - L_ne s_ecification reqairem a wide peak uhase deviation
of the output PM sigrml of + A ra_i_ w_._ch is far in excess of the ra_e of
realizable pha_e detectors. The desired dekiatiou is oos_ible on_y if a frequency|
/_ divider is utilized in the feedback char_n_! for the pur_o_e of compre_sin_ the phase
i _eviation to a lower peak value w_ich do_s fall _it?:in the line&:- _nge cf the
d,_,ector. The ma_%nitude of the dl-_-i__on,_,atiom',_t be deterlrdned.
it might b_ suggested t_ t a vet/ ]..argecat_o b£ u_ed to ._ab!e the use
of a simple product• (or sinusoidai) t_pe oha._e detector' hav'ing linear±ty over only
J '"
& few degrees. Thi,_ suggestion t_, however, a ;_.itf,_llto be a_zoided.
I.





\, } - _
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tI. Although a large value of N might be used, it is _ to _S_
cc_presl_ the signal b_nd_dth (at *A.e detector) te less t_h_n a fizst
order spectIqm_, i.e., 0 to !,5 mcs in this application, and
2. Large (or even modest)values of N operating on a broadbmnd modulation
on a relatively low carrier fr_quency resulte in bringing the sam or
mc term (at 2 wr) of the p?mse detector output sulficient&y close
to the modalation spectrum that an ideal fS_Iter to :_eJect the ,ha_xnonlc
} (and the carrier f¢:ed_.hrough; car. no longer be aut_atical3y assumed,
i Suppression of the han_onic component becomes increasingly dlfficu].t
as the divider ratio N is increased.
Consideration of these factors plus the oractica_ orobl_ns involved i/i
th_ desi_ of a linearized phase detector lead us to the conclusion that a feedback
divider ratio of value N = h is mo_t desirable from all aspects. With N _ A the
peak deviation of & rgdians is compressed to 1 ra_(ian at a carrio_r f_equency of 12.5
mcs, _s is a suitable carrier frequency at which to construct the phase detector
using conventional techniques. It permits significant suppression of the carrier




B. _:_i_._er_+lona_: - The ilnearity of the components within the
PLC phase modulator is Impcrtent in satisfying the required fidelity specificat '
But since one of +Aaeprimary puroosos of'using feedback i_ to improve linearity, we
shall _._ the compensator_ influency of the loop on phase detector axedVCO
nonlin_Aritles, t.sing the Bode=Nichols, design as a t>pLcal loop configuration. -.
i. Significanc# of Two-ton_ Detector a_d VCO _anals_s_: - in the pare-
graphs below, c_nslderable space is given to two-tone analysis of the phase detector
and the VCO. It is our _rposs to describe at t.hispoint the effects of the contcol. _
&
lo_p upon the _termodulation spectra produced by the nonlinearitie_ of the Detector
-_ .and VCO. "
In the lit_r_,._ceon nonlinear feed_ac_ control theory serious deflcl,_,ncies
-,|
-| are observes in the tehhnlques for estima_i_ [.erfoznmnce$_uthe presence of r..._[ti-
_I ,c_ed signals. Neither the describing f,nctJon _echniq,.enor the method of i_o_;t..'::
(Booton, R. D., ,,Amaly_isof Nonlinear Control oy_ eroswith P_mdom inputs,., ;:c_;dings
"|i "of the.Nonlinear Circuit Analysis Symposium, April L_.:.,!9'.'3PF369-392, '-',,n:.'::is
.
_,i! eurreatly being adop_d in the a_alys_s of phase locked loops is compS,_t_3.y
' _sa_isfa_toryfor c_putation of intermo_,Alationbetween tones. The p__0blemfaced
._ the PLC - _hase _,_La_oc is com_ulicatedDeyond the usu_l systems in that two
major nonli_eayltlu are cascad_ within the loop rather t_n th_ usual si_le no_-
"'_._ _ ..... ',. '-_'
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"i.ir_,-._arity, As a consequence, a direct and _ccur_te computPtion of the .tntermodulation
mea.surablein _ two tone tent is preser.tlybeyond the scope of math_q_mticalart,. ,>.
In lieu of a suitable nmthe_:,._c_ldesign tool for handlinZ cascaded
nun]Aneari_ie_ (phase detecto1"_.d VCO) Lu the presence of two or more tones the
i approzeh ! &ken herein has beer_to comoute the intermodulation orodueed by the non-
I linear detect#r as if it is operating independer.tlyin an open-loop _itua%%or.. By
._ the computations, i_ has been shown that the oh_.s_,detector introduces odd order
{ spectra o,.h_.r_ • than the..desired compo._entswhile the VCO introduces ew._norder unde_ired
%
spectra. It Is re&sonab]._therefore to assu_neth-ttfor unique tone,'J,p and q,,the
"! ocwer _l the ,_udesired,_oectraproduced in the ab,_sedetector is not addi%ive to
i the power in the undesired zpectra produc_:dby the VCO but i_ rather interleav_c_
?
accordlng to the exact frequency of tl,e significant cpectral lines.
To aid in interpreting the effec_ of th_.-_feedback loon in compensating
I for the component noniir.earitiesthe qua_i-iinear model cf Fig. _.i is a_sumed, inF
'_! the d3._gr_m:bhe intermodulation _o_rces are &_._.ed to be (,'oltage)_ign_Is _,dditive
'i
51 ,
to the forward c}_nnel o_ the ioo_ at the output of the ohase detector _nd at the
[
i input Of the FCO. Since the nonlLnearitie_ in,'olvedare very _n',allin the pha_e







•- _fficiently equal to the effective gains t_mt they may be.used wS'.thnegligible /_
I leae of _ccuracy.
I The effect of th_ respective i,utermodulationdisto.-tionsources may be
.! eetabiished gaue_-allyby consideratlon of the-lrL_iaenee upon the t_y__t_nerror
I signal wtlch is V (t) "inthe diagram, Fig. 3.1.
i 1. Effect of L_op on VCO Nonlinearity: - Fr_ ghe model of Fig. 3.!, the
voltage error Vg(t.i(at the systam nuli point is): "*_,. "-_- _ h
I KVCO Kd
..... _,_ i.:co(,): (s)= _ s (s/_, --I)C i * _v Eq.(3.1)
I S (3, +i)2
i__ (3/_.a_L)
" :,.-TL"" ,_ + -s_L_ "Z;'c°(') _.,,.3.2)Lco'. _ .
I fr_n which
| V (s) _ KA . Ivco(_-) Eq.3.3)
II f°r S _ _dt mnd K_r . This conclusionmay aiso be vis,_alizedfrom.the
_I gr&phica_ representation of Fig, 3.2. _.e re:ult is that VCO sensitivity _ be
Ii traded for increased gain KA, and dynamic rmnge o.fthe driving amplJfier with a
i
i- significant Improvem_r,gof intermod_l_tion.
'1|
i Ii.
















tot example, an overall gain of KA = 3.16 in the amplifier "An_filtt-"
combination ,Jh¢,uldprovide IO db of improvement which according to Table 5b (of
._ Section_ would permit a VCO of l_ nor_IL_e_rlty_Ath + _ radiant pha_-edeviation.
•i Under _uch c,nditlnns the .m_uun even-order intermo_ulatien is estimated to be
!
+_ at a level of -_ db relat__veto the car_ier. A_ a tentative objective an amplifier
+++ gaJ_nof iO is recommended, ")rovldLnga liberal _rgin for error in the assumed VCO
,_ control characteristic and f_u_be_ degradation by the p_se detecter.
2. Effect of Loop on Phase Detector Nonlinearity:- By a similar analysis
". the estimmte of the phase detector odd-order inbermodu_ation source, _d(S)
: on the syst_ error V_(S) is derived:
) /
+ / v! _- + Eq+ (3.+)
N 4-I
- I
• S __ ..,+..+ _
) _J c_ / , 2pd(S)
_ _ko/- , --: N (3._)
:+ + -'- ,
.!
:} Comparison of gqs (3.2) and (3._) _dicate a significa_t difference in th_
il effectiveness of the loop on p_se detector sources of intermodulation as compared
to the _0 no_llnearity. Because of the (s) term appeari_ in the numerator of
Eq. 3.5 the ccnpe_ation is frequency sensitive, decreasing at a 6 _b per octave
.! ,q
...v - >, " : - " "+'" "_7 +7- , *
-',c -+ . _+ _ , • +. -,
+" +'-- _+ .+e+ ;..... _-.............. -- - ............. -]- : +""`+' " "'
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rate is the fr.equency of the components incre4se. The effect is illustrated
I
graphically by the asymptotic 1Lues of Fig. 3.3.
I
At very high frequencies ( _ _c) no improvement whatsoever will be achieved.
I
In the region where _ _--v_. no more than 3 db of compen.-.mtion is possible for
I critically damped systems and as _dch as 6 db of actual degradation is possible for
|
_derdamped systems. To minimize further degradation the damping coefficient
!
I should be controlled by choosing the corner frequencies ( [_ ) sufficiently large
4 comparedto _ .
Ln determining the adequacy of the qxstem reference is directed to the
unequal tons analysis summarized in Table & below. There p is a tone ig the 0-500
KCS band and q is a tone Lu the 500 KCZ to 1.5 MCS band, with deviations at the
output of 3 and 1 radi_ns respectively. The highest intermodulation product or
harmonic of _ a principal bone should be about 56 db below the lowest tone (which
is q in this case) after the full effect of the loop is considered.
Assuming a loop b_udwidth of about 1.5 mcs little or no compensati on cmn be
expected at the top of the band (1.5 mcs). Since p may be chosen at 500 kcs then
Its third, harmonic 3 P = 1.5 mcs would appear at the output without compenBation,
If at the same time q is chosen at i, 5 mcs then p + 2 q occurs at 3.5 m.cs and q +2p









,,_.._,,, ,_'_ ............... _ _: __-_ ...?....
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| YZ
•) /occurs at " _ _c_; ._e:.tber )ht_-n'n£ ._'if Lm .-:,ve;",v.t..
In orde" t-- avoLi ti,:. e:'_-.'--,-:-" .:'.." - ".-r,ad_a&J I-,'..':, _t :..oa-t P ..:.:t.aveD
I ra_'¢e of 'I ,-&-:_,-_'_.... a:R'. a ,•.i -_-..,.'- <_- 5." o:" b_bt, _," _-. ,- I 6,i,z:. :-_..:i 'f the fldeii i--_,
so_c!$._oat on i_" _'_ ;'_. int." a'. ,b,.> .,o', o_ %_-; m_,..,...aL..),.
I 2. 'ik_o -'one At_iv[i.'-.:-- ;.:17 _,.C'".'.seso.' e._tL_..at,i::g !:._-el'cinamrperform,_/1,_-._,
!
selection of pbes,* d-R.ertc._ c';a',_-'t_:.._'.t_c.-, .=,:-: _ .....ciT";.]r:£ ".be l_"ea'4t '" ,e
I co_oo_lntz -eve__&L two %:'r.,e .%.,.aC'-e :A. _t= ,:•_-o l___-:_'e.;.eel .>'-_"fo.,_meo :_''-,: 4r_ the
_. fo!lowin£ :
a, Phare [et.,c:t..-' - i:-£.:..;.=--.,7_<S,.A,£!._ziL.iw.:'t.t,. :_,f:-acj.%rs !_-';].-_'-,t.%:_n: - 1%'_i
I
I
principal que_tiol]s a:-_ J..nvo]ve'.._, r_,;,;:ly:],} Ca:: a :-h_,r.o-__ck-_'d:.h,--_.i:-,.odu].ato.-
1
be built at, "the _pe_.ici_C },: 3:°: -_.'--_.i. :,,_ing a ,_'.',n.scr.cJons-._ .'.'haee £::,t.-cto-- ha_rj_
i siP.u.',oida!¢hlraete_-ist_cz f:,--dev!ab.)ns ,.,fL radians "]_a't "_..J(._).\SS'_;Ztngtha%
a ph_e _ooi_ated siFnP_L of +_,- s.;ccifJed ,.::,_nct.er :_ .4_,,,_] ...... -' .,u ....... be
the effec_ on tr,_s_4,tter-reoeJ.v_r fi]el:tv due to the ,_i,,usoidmI.detectgr speoifi_
,;
in the receiver in order to _j_.'llat:e the :;} ,., z'a,: t,eristics of the DSY£ equ_':.:;ment?
• " , " "" I 7q. ,' " "' -." '-"`'''"
' ".......... " - - - ', " "":::": ......"-" :............. " . __::: ._:-:.::::i:_".........
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In the analysls, the phase detector is assumed to be driven by perfect
i
signals, one from a reference oscl_la.or' (_k) and _ne (VM).which represents an
ideal t_m tone phase modulated signal. In this analysis the two tones are
assumed to have equal levels causing a total peak de_a_ion of _+ _ radlans. The
detector is of the product or sinusoidal type.
After expansion of the product, collection_ and evaluation of the various
P.essel coefficients, the ha_nonics and intermodulation frequencies related to. the
I two tones, pand q, are calculated. These calculatior_ are summarized in Table 1
giving the level of each frequency term relative to t he principal tones, p and q.
From the calculations one mu_t conclude: (a) in the transmitter, the use
of direct feedback from the 50._cs output to a phase detector of th6 sinusoidal
i
characteristic type does not furnish a practical solution, and (b) _ the receiver.
&ssuming a perfect phase modulated wave is received, nevertheless, tremendous distortion
i
i and intermodulation will be present at the modulation output. _nen one comsiders
the range of values permissible for the tones p and q, even further distortion
will exist in the baseband (or demodulated) spectrum due to the foldover of those
1965019539-088
I _ (_'_ ...."f3< "
| TAB_I "S_
I Tw9 (Equal)Tone Anal_si_ --Sinuscidal Phase Detec_or at Peak Deviation of + 4 Radian§
i _,requeacyTerms. Level _!atAz_e__o Tone_A__ ____
p q 0 db
I 3p 30, -!3
5p 5q -38.1
I_ _ 7P 7q -70.5
I p + 2q q + 2p +4.0p +_ q i 4_ ' -16.z
I p J 6q q-:-6p -_5.4
p _+sq q ! 8p -_z,.5
I 3P !2q 3q _ 2p -9.0
3P ± &q 3q + &p' -29.5
3P -+6q . 3q + 6p -58.5
I 3P + 8q 3q _ Pn -67.5
5P "!2q 5% __2p -34.2
. 5P ._4q 5q ! L_) -5A.5
, 5p _+6_ 5q + 6p -64
5P + 8q 5q -' 8p -72.8







_M-. ' " ;"_" ':' '" "
,,_.-'- L ..... -' -- -: ..- "_',-[."'J. ' , <:- ...... . .... _..,,;.,; ..........
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int,armo_llation te_a'_ _@_.'.'::haf,pe%.cat negative fr_4uencies.
Thus, in the tra,n_:_.tter t',,_.-_._.ased_'_i_tion o.f the out._,utsignal (in %.he
'i
feedback branch to the ._-ha_edetectc:' of the mcd,_lator), mu_t be co._ore_,_edb?/ the
'p. action of a frequency counh3o_s_,divJ.d_:- ;','itnrespect to the rece-.ver, _ince a
@
{
_ faithful simulatioc of [:_'i)"_,_u_:":.enti._.e::,2haticall2 _:.,ecified,one _imst recognize
that + A radian pha_e de'_iat,ion over a __ /!/2 degree _3nusoida! _hase detector
!_i must necessarily re_uit in .!.,irgeinte--"_no,_alstionproduct,_.
_a
g 4-
_ b. Pha_e Detector - Sine 3h_rac_e_isgic with - 1 _aia.q Deviate.on: - For
J
- reasons set forth below a f_.edbac$:frequ_,ncy dividvr of ratio of i to ! i_
selected which wo_d ideah.ly _-equ_-_e_.he r_._._;edetector of the tran-_mitter to
:i
_ operate at a peak de_iataon of ur.._rar_._. Fo:: th/_ condition an analysis was made
j
for the application of two equ_i tor,e_, o and q, to the proauct detector. The
significant harmonic and inte_.:odulat3on freque_cie_ ar.i_itN as a result of _he
detector nonlinearity ar_ _or_r_z_d Lu Table 2_
Compared to th_ rest[it, obta._e_ Fo_ 4 r_dian peak deviation, the tabulation
indicates a large reduction in !he ]eve.[ of ha_tno_ic and inZermodulation frequencies.
The convergence is very _apid, yet the third _u_rnomic _nd third order inte_modulation
levels are higher t.b_n the fidelity .-?,-.cif_caticnwould per_c. It will be shown
in & later %_rksheet that)for di_tertion created at the phase detector/the feedback
q
,I








I _ (EQual)Tone _a/a_is - Sinus_idm!Phase De'_..ectorat Peak Deviationof + 1 Radian
:"
R
I FrequencyTerms Level Rmlativ_to Tone_ p and_q
'I P q 0 db
3p 3q -39.5
,I p _2q - q + 2p -_8.s
P + /6t q _ A.p -72,5
:i 3P _ 2q 3q + 2p -68.2
/> - -









ainverse of the equivalent open-loop gain. The compensation is, therefore, fr_quenoy
sensitive and reduces 72_ unity i_ the region near the loop ba_.dwidth. To provide
eufficient loop gain to reduce the third order terms to less than _6 db below the
_dulated carrier would req_Li_e _xcessive loop bandwidth. Hence, the product
detector operating at signal phase deviations of I radia_ cannot be recommended
because of the nonlinemrity of the sine characteristics.
c_ ?.b._ Detector - Linearized + ))Radians with ± 1 Radlan Deviation: - 131i
order to meet the fidelity requirements, a phase detector of the l_nmarized or saw-
tooth type is recommended, gliminatlug auxiliary frequency dividers and considering
the basic detector above the ma_Limum nominal i_earity is assumed to be limited to
_ phase error aaglee of le_s than _/_radians, The linearity of the detector saw-
' tooth characteristic is mxpses_ed by a _ow,r series giving tke output, v, as a
_uA_ct%on of the phase error, @_ _
If the characteri,_tic is am. odd function_ i.e., v (Q_) = -v (-@a_) then all even
powers of 0_, will be abseut and ¢¢_Ij odd order harmonic and inte._dulatlon
products will b_ present in the detector output.. In the compatations, the first
two terms of the _oower serie', are assumed significant. Again a two t_e analysis
i_ performed to eetimate the degree of nonlinearity pe_mls_ible. To avoid confusion
II I
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_th fsed_.k loop performAnoe_the detector is exa_ed in an opm loop condit£on
with a _e_fectref_rm_e signaland an ideal two tone phasemodulatedei_l as
.. _ equatio_ are writtenfor com_utlngthe frequencys_ectrumin terms
Of the devla_lo__ @, and ton_s p and q. _ne degreesof nonllne_rit2is expmss_ed
by the factorM which i8 +.hepercentageof &roop of the outputvoltage£rcm linea_ty
f
' --_ : as _me_,_-@_ the limits of the s&wtooth range (2 /_)" W_h equal tones and a
% - .
-":peek.Ne devle_lonff+ 1 ra_ the third order harmonicand intermodulatlon
':" _"prOd_ctsare _s glve_ in Table 3 for i, 5, ar.d10% nonlinearities.
• /
-.;.. - -..- ; -..
• - ei J








i -d. Yhas_ r.-'_.tec_er - _.2nf.zi-22_,_2 -_. '.'/2 r_'_._a_s with ._ 1 raoian .'.leviatLms -
I detecto- o? lln@ ,_.-:,._,_-,_.,.:.;itr ,;-.:eover  _/t.,_'-_adi xu9 uht.a:__rror.
i Am might be _:_.pe,:;.',.._::!."zc I._.e.._B._,;s'.-:kde_'ia_i,}n .or • I ._.'-_.,_'_a,'_ with
e. _a_e Do_ot-_r- u.._,_ar!_,,"_'x_t..i_eviatlnnb v _w¢ une.gtu_ltoness-
i %est _e to b_ woi[.ht,_. _._,-c,,___i_%-:,o_h.e_J_azram _n _nAr_ 1,2 where %he
_Ile "p" is co,_Iti,._,?c. f__eq'.'-.e:::-_:oi_-u_.l,cto 5C_ kcs sr_ "q" _L_ COn-
fin_% %0 _rec_.enc!:_sbs%_e..'-h:'" _..-_a",. _,p Hu_, In elY/or to finaliz_
oSjec.%i?es for tPw.,!_.h33aJt-_.e._L_:-_r_ -i<:t._-__&_ the _c,dulalor, consi_4eea£1on
I of th_ %%neq_a_._,:_-.isis -_:,,'._r_i _:_>_ooen._!cop ,:o_u%atlons of Lh8 de-
i _e_ctor p_rforma_ce na_e tnsr,_.,'-ereb en repe.'_t._dfor _nequa] %ones "p"
_q" in a 3 to 1 raSi,:., 'T_ r<-,,'._IL2are m_,mari_eu in Table 4 with
p_pus_ of s_eclfy_._r,_pz,..'?.._ d:_t_.,:t'._l.[;:e_r-[tythe _%rzonlca and int_r-
_Kxlula%ion t_mm8 ehou_.i be e:._.i."-:_.',>_to _2m lowest le'_:l tone-"q", in
th_s case. For example, "_ _
:,',-n_a _wt<:.coth do%ec.tor cf range * _'_ra_ians, a
5% liBea_ty _% the open lo;'-p_%uati<.n produces tbil_l harmoaico of the
the %one "p" wl_ic_ at@ onl_ 53._ ,Ib b_lOw the _oJCr(w/ %o_ "q". Sho_
"p" he _.elec%ad nmar 5C_) FLc t.he_Z P will ¢CC'_ near 1,5 mc_. This i,
a, %he top Of the bar_ w_aer_ the !cop }._air, apF:roach_s ,mi%y (more or
_SS) ¢leper_ditl_po_ th_ %q_lw.l_% _ain and exact loop bar_Iwi/th,
!
_.',..... k->::_'-_ - -: i._L..L,.: .. . . ....,v_:i...._:-.=._..".'_.),---_:........ .,_ .:,_.. .... ,_-:"'.-o'_,:.._.:._ v_:':'':::::"_:"'':'".:.....:_,._ . '
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i Beo_aSe ,the power ser_s for the detector _y al_o require a small
I ti_ will ember due to the i_r£ectlons of the VCO control_ it is
recommended that aa a _esign objective a linea_zed _hase de_ector of
.._- l'anp _ 7/ radons and a linearity of _% or b_tter shall be required.
f, y_ l:l._eaz_.t 7 requirement: -In _Aition to the phaee detector1i - lir_arity the 4esi_er o£ a wide_au_ pha_e-lo_ed- phase modulator sust
l; . also allo_ for inherent noullnearlty _f th_ VCO. _ere again _e two
- to_e analysis is a useful tool for pr_._w, ary est_aat£on of the _llnearlt¥
!E' .........kn_o_dge tN'_t a "/GOhas am :mtp_t frequency _out its normal value which
_ IS.a _cti'Oc of the applied sisal. Y_leallythe frequency eRi_ sho_
' be directly proportional, i.e., a lln_ar function of applA_i v_l_age. _t
the navare of the control clrcu_t is inherently nonlinear. The ¥C0 may
" be blas_i _.t_toa li_it_ o_eratlng range_ •_ : wborein t_ f_equencyiJ -• error











,_ _e charaet_ristlc _L._wn in "Fi£ure 3.4) applfea _o the VCO as a /
_ .
com_uonemtelement _t_al!ng a]cne it i-_the _r_ms/er £mnction for the
it eom_a_t in _n open loop c<,a.f_ g,a-a_icn






As sho,aa_n ths _.iagralc£ Figu.-e.3.5. Ko is the een_iti_Ity which is
ncmlinear with the applie! _it_. v, As th_ appli_ voltage b_co_s a
_m_mio f_ac_ion of ti_ I t ia :bvieua that the V03 _ ir_._r_tly a
l'_i_-AOnC_y _d_lation devioe,
" _ used as a component in a pRase-loc_ed loop _he o_%_ sisal of _-
%he VC0 is force_-• £0 _m_ly with phase :ariatio_ of a ref_en_ s_nal -
Or other drlving _t_. zS_ el_am_l_,i._.th_ p_a8_ mod_lalor appllcallon
_n_er inVes+.Iga_ko_,%_ cutpu% is pha_e m_duAated ac_oz_g to _a_lati_a_ '
of a _ pazs specL-,-_, V. In ,._l_st fo_'m, we ._ve.
I_- _--_.----; .......... .: ..- _=__ -. _ __. ........
• "s . , "




In %h_ open loop ._-.___ 7 .7 ":;he 7C'Z is _',-_,; r_b_-_Ln_, and ;,£th respect to
"":"..... [* ...,'_.. ., _-',.n.'.e L._':e...,'q..Is "-.':" _-:'_'-' "7 a _reo_enc:y. _d,u.]L_t_r,/
'f'o ,,!_. . _n the. ,.....,.,,..,_- o :" ':_...'-..-,_ :._,- t- ._, ': .,_: n:,.,,Itn,_arity in a phase-looMed
pv,._=a =_&;C,.at.o_- " _ i_, :_t . "A,. i." - t. :',::,,""_ _o th8 c].esed Ioo_, b_% %-1%h a _i-
tied bloc_k &ia_r_.-b F_',::'+* 3 ._3.
,'-'=[e'C/.;':_ f ' _ .. r_'.',."





.._o._------'----'-"_ ---- , ___, , ..... . a ,¢- ._ _=_
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In thisdlagr_athe loop is cloeedby a perfeet(or _lel) VCOplaced
in the feedbackpath_hi_ethenonlinearVO0la in an outputbranch
_ outside the loop. The aodel VCO has the saJe noainal senaltlvlty as
the pb_Ical unit under study. The block diagram IJ equivalin_ to the
1 hallo nodel of l_gure 3,6 as can be shoml by Ir_'i+_ingthe tranefer f_nctlen_
&.e. --? _




i sin_ Ko/K° C-) :._ l, _ ,_ _,
__ _ /
' 0(_) _o as before. We now have
•_ a perfect phase-locked loop cascaded with a drift-free bu_ nonlinear VCO.




I _he model loop in Figure 3.8 ia thsrefo_e a simple perfect dif£erentiat2






/ :f _'"- ¢
.... ,... ,,,._ _ ..............." ' .......' "'_'°':-'"_',_..... -....... . -_r_.l, ........,_(_ljl_,:..._,,.
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I P_oa t_ the ooablned circuit is siaply
V- _ dO| .._.
I FI_P_3.I0
I where _ . Ko (_'3 . _ a_Is confirmtheob_ous
0
I "_ i6e conclualoathatif_ isdes_ -hea
using a frequency modulator then a




. The cc_clusio_ to be dva, ra from this argument is that for the col,-
b_na_c_ of a p_sical VCO, having nonl_arlty, togethe_ with an other-
I _A3e perfect pblse..loeled loop la t_o-tone anlL_y_il Of intermodulatton is
I _. l_trthermore the analysis il valid _here the combined _haracteristic
im taken as in Figure 3.11_ The nonlinearity of the output pha_B vs. control
J Voltage of the coabined circuit is d_e to the nonlinearity of the VCOabove.t




- . , - , : "',- ._ :_: " .:" - / .' ,5,
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The two-ton8 analysis approach is the same as use" above for the
linearized phase detector. However, the error (deviation from linearity)
_i of the control characteristic as illustrated in Figure 3.11 above_ is I_ to
_. be an even function of the modula_.ing voltage, v_ when viewed about t&e
i nominal opeyation point As a consequence it may be expected that even
order h_monlcs and intc_modu_at_on products will predomhnate. This is
shown to be true _y t!_e computations below, where iD is assumed that a
sq_mre law characteristic exists. For convenience in making the computa-
tlons, one may estimate the open loop phase modulation du_ to t_o
equal tones assuming a tra_latlon in frequency from the 50 mcs carrier
e
Lo de,
A rigorous _mlysls for two-tone phase modulation of a nonlinear
deviab!e oscillator at its carrier frequency proved to be too laborious
for hand computation. Azm_vsis of ideal =_ _wo-t_no modulations can be
fcm_ud in the literattu'e, but this writ,r has been unable tb discover
successful rigorous analysis of the :_alinear case. The results of.our





EsJmin_tion of Table 5(b) implies that a loop design having all _he gain
in _he VCO (therefore having no loop compensation) VCO linearity of _h6
"i
order of onsha//"percent mlould be adequate, Further discussion of the
prcbahie cc_=er_-ato._/effect of the phas_-!ocked feedback Iooo on no_/inea_ty
at _he VCC is presented beluw to show tnaL ";COlinearity may be relaxed.




The transportati_,n lag (or time delay) due to non-m/m/muir, phase
-- relationm_ps _cltnir:uhe feedback loop is _he ultimate limiting factor
: on the permls_Eble stable bandwidth of the feedback loop. The effec_
is expres-_edby the uniL vectors ( __- _) as shown _ Fi_Tare3.12
w_ich represents the preliminary design using the Bode-Nichol's proce_l_re.
Delays occur in both the feedforward and feedback chamnels of the loop.
For the phase modULator it is estimated that the time delays are
:I approximately /,, -" "5.5_ -"_ f -_ _ c ,

/0S
In the neighborhood of unity gain the effe.t cf transportation lag oni
i loop stability as expressed in te:_s of phase margin is calculable by
. -- ------- ,. Eq (3.17)
t
, At U', ,,o- :] ,,,,'.,-
The desired pha_e ._gin is therefore reduced by lidegrees whic_hwould
slightly alter the re!afire stability of"the loop. However if the
!
_" loop b_r_id1_h Wc were incz_ased by an octave the t_mmsport Aug
' wottldbecome . seriou_ , requiring an upward adjustment of the filter.
ar_iVCO cor._mrf:-equenczesat W! for comp2_ab!e stability margins.
On the Nichol',_chart of Figure 2.2 the dashed cm_ve was drawn
to account for the additional phase accumulation due t_ the lag terms.
It may be seen that transi_ort Lag causes a tangency to a higher
constant amplitude contour, hence _e peaking of the frequency respo_mo
.i
_I at t_e top of the modulation bm_d increases. F_gure 2.2 suggests that
: excessive peaking of hh._f_qu._cy r_,spcnsein the presence of trans-
I pert_i:,n lag may be avoided by a simple reduction of open loop gain
i
:i (with a corresponding decrease of loop bar_lwidtn). Should such gain!
oi
,-- .'_,, - .,. ,..,:_
:,.' ,,..




i adjumLment be rccared t,har, ossihl]ity ex-._bs tLat some conpensation
i external to the Ioo_: .m_.ve ._.css.._-y L_ or:let to _chie_,e +_c dos;rod
• ove z's3.) bandwidth.|
From. Equation (..±6) _t is _o_.ed that phase _JJe to tra_,sport.
H •
lag is d_'eetly proportiorm_l to .frequencyj t_qerefore this factor does






predicted Fe:%./.+uw:.l_ n , ',: ;,a;:..,-:,;e.a;.ere-fororeco:;,;end _hat steps
be taken 50 el)_m/.:_,te r_-., .... co:'..'.._ ":,t _::t:,',>:L_ced "b %he :aodu!ating
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' I A. _3_u_ntation of CJ_Lts ,,
I




" I_[',._E 4,i Locked Oscillator .Phase Modulator
_ i _e clrc_._ paraaeter_ are lia_ed as follousz
_ _on _plXfler provides a convenlen_ s_umin_ @oln% t_ %u:_ ._e




1.0 r _EO/Bvl-- , ,, , ..
_ 6,5_c _..__c
FIGUR_ _.2 Modulattn_ Si_mal Lovel_
Y_/ea_ the _plifier amolitu_ r_sponse shall not coctrlbute to
the _ + 0.1 db droop at 0.5 MC and + 0.5 db droop at 1.5 MC. Aside
from prov_.xlinga means of summing the modulating 6ignals, the loop
amplifier _st provide a forward loop gain of I0.
TwO ampliflers were considered... The Philbrick SP-h56 (the chopper
_, ctabJ.llzed version _ the Philbrlck P-h5) a_.t an exlstlng Westinghouse
i design, Both ampllfi_rs have essentially the _a_ ch_racteriBtics (the
i_ Westinghouse ampllfler is not chopper stabilized); namely, a closed loop
_ .% db bandwidth of 15 MC at unity gain.
?
_. As the cios¢_ loop gain is increased, the 3 db baDdwldth decreases
EO
_ at a rate of 6 db per octavt. The vol_age transfer of _2 s.hall be
_ minus unity ami the transfer B_-TrI mi,ms or_ fourth. The mi_ 3 db
bamiwi_th in both ca,es is 15 MC. Toe amplitude droop at 0.5 and 1.5




The a_]_fi_r droop contribution to BvI and By2 is neglected.
_e 2hilbrlck amplifier 3 db bandwidth at a closed loop gain of iO
is 1.5 MC. Th_ Westinghouse amplifier closed loop unity gain 3 db band-
width can be _xtended to 50 MC with modification. The 3 4b bandwidth
at a closed loop gain of i0 is 5MC. The designer may choose to uee the





.. iIlll' _ -- I._ II ._ Ill - __ ,_
r "'! "_1
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:... 11raulf_ fu_tiola o1" _u_l the pole w_th a lead-lag neklork at the
• _Z
_@J_4
• . '%'j _.,_,_"% ...11 .
kll ,-
,, ' " FIGURE _.3 _op Amplifier Compeusation
I
II _ _r_fers are listed as followsx
I!" _° _
•"v'>. RA.- 1 • $ T<$ C _'¢ . (_'_) '
', . j: - .1 .t- s/Wl _t _re4_re_)c_ e_'c,[
!,. .j + ._'/_zj _,_wz . 2"_-x k.jxlO_ _/,_c (_.6)
: Let W2 - 2.IT , ,15_ 10*6 r_//a,c (k.7)
i. FJ.gttre I_o_ ilxiicatea she coi_.nsated amplifier response, The P_rick
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2. Voltage gontro]Ll.efl OsqLllator
_. K_r_- 0
lJ The,CO contribution to _,e loop ,ran, fer function is_.




" I There are two choices available for the application of Wl to the overall|
loop traaafer function. The corner W1 can be made one of the principal
:_ contributors to the loop transfer function or W1 can be ma_e intentionally
_, large m,ch that its inl'luencei._ignored. A computer investigation of the
I'i - closed loop peaking (3 pole Dutterworth) contributed by WI as a function of
.) its relationship to the closed loop cut off frequencyI Wc, _ndicetes the
! >
_ --:, C)._J4ab p,ae.k:lmg.follo,,_g,WlZ5wc 07_b pe_in_,Wl lOwo
I be .5 _The case W1 _ I0 Wc wa_ inws%igated. Let Wc
4_0 _2 2
rad/sec ( a typlcal cut off frequency as outlined earlier in _Ais report),
W1 becomes 25 _( _._X.IO+6 rad/sec.
If the VCO center frequency is selected as _0 I_C%_e oscillator Q is
one. If the VCO center frequency ia selected as _50 MC an oscilla_or Q of
lO will yield W1 as 22,5 x 2_[_1D+6 red/see, The lat_er case is considered.
The specified 50 MC phase deviated carrier ms derived by down converting
the hSO MC with bOO MC Ln a balanced strip line m_xer. %he diagram of this
system is indicated in fixate h._. The I_._ HC and bOO MC are derived
from the 1 MC Transmitter Frequency Standard.
,_"' ' _&aamiai_ " ' " - - '" -
"/* i
i 9650 i 9539-i i 5
---'l_.-r l-'k .z Tt-_ ;'1-]4_'o,_..{-_/\/
5
k
Modulator, _50 MC VCO
This sy_te_ _ms the follo_clngadvantages:
a) a realizable oscillator Q b) S_II percenta_ _eviatlon
of the VCO a_i gr,_ter linearlty. Th_ disadvantages include: a) IncreaSed
C
i _CO frequency drift in the unlocked mode b) Mixer Spurious contri_utions.





Figure 4.6 Simplified Diagram Phase Modulator.
Pus_-Pu3__Oscillators
T_e two v_J,tage oontro?le_ioscillators are driven _sh-_Ll. If
, the _ransfer of of the two osclliator_ _rack, _he non lin_arltiee
of _ e_ance!. Far,her, the total devlatiou of each oscillato_ is











_- " _ .9. •
FIB_Lre _.8 Transistor 0o_o_ Base _o
Port _el
<
_e _a_t a_a_ttancey_ _ is_
"6
: i__"_+Y'& (k.12)
= _,, such that G 1_ (r_al
part of YI_ ) is negativa the device is poten_taily un_#ble, _ah_ (l)
_ a
g Consider the case _hmre %he _o port cgerates between a load and generator
i instability is C_.4 _,._ : ._/2 (I + cos g). L_ a practical manner this
_ans that if the source and load cor_uctanoe, _ and _ are large_ one
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: .." _.tion_hi 2 between ._u_,p','b and i:'.puto _r-er_°_o,_-s 5f the, bra:_s_._.:r so_ce
' I _ load t:a-ze lar,;e_ *.._nd_c+._m._-e_:;.t .._-..,o-.._..:._. _.v__ce£.tancea _he device tv
• unstab__e. _ne coitnecti'.m in f]..,Cz._e i4.o ".'_t'_,ils th._3e re.quiz__4_ents.
-'2
I "" - '-.T-" <
"¢ /: /
-: Fi_.u-e _.9 Pa-_-c:_ci-!ator Circuib
• . " A Lransistor oscillatoc _s d_s_.-ne-]baaed c'..tbe_e consideration
_;._._,_,.lS gask, The _'e-, _ _, ' eircult _,as a quarter wave
.-.: sborbed l_e enc?,oaed_n a ea':!ty. The line,length "_: v,_.de;-a_lable
"_:2I by an adjustable shorLiIN b_r. ';['heosc_liat_r is turm.bleover the band
_ 300-_0 HC. The oscillator _.:arma._eelectror,icallyt,k_ablefVCO)_ aside
._. from the mechanical _:miN], by cornmcting a varicap across the quaater
:., ",,_ve l_ne. The outputs are _<,,tenxrc-mtk'3cazity by a_]ustaDi6 capacitive
_':#1
,'.'". probes, _e outg,uDpower .[aa fm_c;ion 0£ emitter currenb, A coaxial
_.'-.- , detector _s 8J[,rml_med t,o l_a3,il-o _h _" oo, _I'. .... or power" and an AC/3 system
,%
g£
_,.. : used to maintain +he,,power con._-an_,a_,uins_l.'e......4u_n .ywaa'iat._ons,Figure
_... ; "" ho_O is the circuit diagram. Fi_'_ h.ll and _.12 _ndicate
• %5_Ic_i char-ucteris%icaof -n-.'. and _Z_/_ , The
..,. _/_,_ transfer shown in f_gu-,. _ndlc':testhe characteristic
f;
a_ _he high fre.Taencyen! of the ..a:il(._._C1-13;;hr,w_v_.r,the ._amegeneral
-, S_i_e of the ,,. ai_fe, curve
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9 3. t.l.,_c_l ll£xe.,_....,._._..,,_r
•'_ _ pulil:_-l:_l.1V_O:l.n_st,,£gw_ion:l_c:]._Leathe f,:,1.1.!.eyingll.'Lier eon,-C
}l slderatto_.A str_ptlnebalanced_._eraes£gn_xA_t_tro_a pr_.£o_
_ task. The unit £s not _i_abl_ for this project bat the basic .Ipp,,_'ahil:. _ _p_,_,_.
'l The,m_r conflagration consists of a microwave phasing struct_rl
, llili _o matol_ diodes. _ phasing structure is a fo:ble_letrlpline
' l hpbx;_iring. A slal_l_fleddiagra_ is shown _ f_g_tre-_A.13.
. " imp_anoea of 50j_a_i ring i_peianc#_of 70 7.tt.
,,<. I/v/,_r c._ ,v<;. _;_",0_d
" t
"i I 5 7-_.:', 5i'#o_.f".... _.,_ _ T#_ i)_.
:. "__{_u- ..... -i ............ i ,,,l_,
-"Y 2.--- Ioo-
,/ L_fmc_- J
.E,u_,ur 9 - ----
| _I_ _-
!"-I' _e li.;l_ Si_li_£eiStripli_
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-_ '4. Feedback Divider ._
_" The feedback _±v__[er con'.'ert_'__he _0 mc _,t the VCO output to
' . . ;,._h.,_ mc l....se12._ mc a_ the phase de_,_ct:,rlap it. " e c'_ ..... 4ev_::t},_.uis
g
;. c )r.,:_r,'ss,,d. from + h rad_rn. _ tc , . radish. Tee divl:tcr parameters of
..... ? "_interest inc!:ce: i) :_.:-i_umtog.']o ooe_:,., 7_9!ay. .[_inaryd[v!_,ion
,.,_ at a .dO mc to :&le. i're,_i'..m,._: F wa o' <.e3,on :_. _--_...-....s_a _ of the art unuz±_:_ re-
t
,{ centiy. [.nthe past _jar _'eat!_gh:use has developed basic _hin film digibs.].
'_ i_cka_.'es_ with .-ax-]m',_ca t:)_.Zt_.__,fr'cqu, er:ry i,'.. the _0-6,0 :uc re.gicr. }_cent]
develo_r_ent of _....... n ....w:t _- '.........._ ..._ _,,- "._u _a-,:b:_.:lt_'products of 2,5 k_c extend_
the fgreca3t toj._ie sfeed to 1"/_ ",_c, Prcm.....;._ ..... .
;_ tra::sist ,rs bare n:_t been _ -co-_-_erate,! _r, _' e _e.-_i<ns The test data
of %,he ore,._entthin t'] "r'] _;'_:__i.DC].u'._a:
-! !.0 2qip 71oo
I ]..I P_r Stage :'ropot:_%_,;__.belay -- [_na:,,_•_conds
"i (avera',e _f the set and ,_eset oute.,_t, delays)
I
' 1.2 _ _ " •........ 6_ me
,6_x_._.mn.oj.:.leJpced
"{ 2.0 S_roke .'ate ft ":''''_
"_ 2.1 _,h-cpaFat_o:',D:_!ay ........ 3." m_noseconds
li 3.0 Sq_r!.ng circuit'I
:i_ 3.1 P_'o,_gation DoI:<,.......... _ _nosecomds
3.2 _X_Cm"1 Squ.{rJ.ncFrequency ..... 6(; mc
_he feedback divider will con:wl.stof a squ_.rer and two flip flops













_} '-" - Fi.Ed,re-.-_i..16 Simplified _ia_-am of Feedback r_i_ider.. ; --
!_. =" cloc._ effectively e!inir_tes the del_.yof FF_-I,thus reducin_ ._e-delay .; "
_ " - .to12.5 nanoseconds; The forecast time delay of the sys_:._mwith the
_-.
trar,sistors is IO mnoseconas serial. 7 microseconds p_r-a]_el-l_tes
..... _ocked.-..
• 5. r_a____o_or "
.... -- The ,phasedetector out:,ut___ ._,ea voltage _dl'chis a linearil -
=. fu_ctlon o£ the phase of the feed:-ackdivider output r_!agi-_eto the
//
iI reference clock..
_. ,:-- The mJcLm_ phase deviation at the 50 ,_c carrier f_e_e_Y-is +1-,
!" :" rad_._s, The equivalen_mn_Lmu_ phase deviation at the _ivider output " ""
,_....:- is + 1 radi_--, The phase detector li.cearityrequirements, referer_ed
to e_rli_r in this report, appl.vgo _&c re_ion-of + 1 radish.
" Three phase detector c_nnf:Lgurati_-_have been conslder_d i) Flip
i_'_ Flop Sa_ooth Phase Cos_arator 2).Modulo _o Adder Cor'_lator 3) Early-
.:ii _ate _ate Co_n'elator.
-_..'. ,
o_,,.v_. ; _ "' ¢%: '_;,.,7' , '"-_;i¢:# ---: _._:"-"..... . / " - , _,,_. _.-:-'- "_""_":'_ ...... ,_,__-:,_',- _,.
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&. _i_ :-__ooSawtooth .r-b_e Comua_-ator
. . ..-Sl "'1!;-,Tni'_ "h.ase _e.3ct_r £s sinai-" a P_se_-Set "_ ' Flop.
followed by a low pass filte._, L_e low ._,assfilter i:: u_:!.;ca_e is the
loop filter. A si-_li/'ied dfagram of thi_ sy_ _.ena':-Jthe _imi._g dia_rsu_
is shown in fi_l.-e _.17.
- _.J k___._;
I"7..o
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Figure h.17 Block Diagrs_,nand Timin:: ,iazc_ of Sawtooth
Phase Compara_or
-- ._<.:
. - ._,--,__-, ............ __--__.,,_,].e:u:,_.,".'_','' - --
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Figure- h.18 Ideal Sawtoot_ Comparator _uaracteristic
f!
The ideal linear ra=4_eextends from -17 to + 1-[ . The linearity
II of the saw is a 1_nct on of the flip flop output wa:eform. The rise and
fall times of the Clio flop output cause the oeaks of the sawtooth to be
!Ill r_unded a_d the pulse droop detemmines the ramp !inearity. If a 2%
: iir_ar ramp is requized over th_ region _+1 radian, the droop in t2_eflip
'_ flop squar9 wave must _e _ or less ov_r the s_me porti-_nof the wave fo_"m.
ii? The thin film flip flop referenced to earlier (m_i-nm_ toggle steed 60 mc) ,
can be forced to clamp in % _mnoseconds after a set or reset pulse. The
I existing flip flop des g:tis used in stroke logic ___4the waveform ts not
clamped at the positive level. The flip flop w_,,_efoz_droop is established
i by the clamp, _"_efo_-..casthin film,flip flop clamped wa're_'ormis ._hown
, [. in figure .h,19,%.-
;i
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Figure |1,19 Thin Piim ._'n_ip:.-'lopCla._ped :Javefomu
This form of tFe phase detector contributes a 5 nanoseconds delay.
The _ extendsfrom -l_rto @1-r . The phaze compa:,ator_ain, Kin,
iS _Ixed by the pulse amplitude and khe ramp !inea.__ty is es_=b.,shed by
_he clmn.p accuracy,
b. _____-Late-Gate Phase Detector





Figure _o20 Simplified Pl-:ckDiagram_oZarly-,Labe-
Cm_e Phase Detector














• ::2 " '\ I
.<('-_L.-r ;G_j ,\ ;
Fig_re L.21 Timing Diagr,_mof Early-Late-Gate Fnase
Detector qll
The system logic _..sas follows. The _ _I .2 mc reference enables
an early-gate and late-gate as sh:.wn, Ii'the loop static ohase error
is zero_ the biuary input _ulse from the di_deris centered and half
the Dulse "_uergyfalls within _he early-gate and half in the late-gate.
The late gate output is inverted and s_ed wi_h th_ early-gate out;_ut.
7
i,,<_¢.;,,.j_.;_.t._<j.o_!]j_;_..,., _"_" ' _ .. , _ , ,, ......




-- . ' 3+:_+M:> "
• + -"" 2r •
"% ".
. - p+;_ ; +
: • , adva_es:-_t,h respect to the _eference phi:e, _.e _ystem -_vefc.rm£:chanle
as fruiicated Iz_ fiffare. _.21. If the VC_ pha_e is retarded wlt_. respect , :
_o tl_ l_elxn_'e phase the kDw:.'-_s pr:-c_s_ occ,lr_. The summer _atpuf,
• : : is _e oo_eE_.tlon f_ncticu of the _efersnce-and bi_r# p,,tlse,Ideally_
_-
::. -.. :...._."-+"_hi_t_.lle detector is l!r_-ar over the region _'_.i_"_-o 4_,-_Z •
#, .:,
+ :_he _tlonal (approx£-_.-,rely I0 .nanoseconds) loop tine delay is attributed
'+ .-. _O the .early-gat.elate-gate and inverter. The iinearity o2 the p.h_se-
:+ +:.' :'"
:_._::_ ... ; , _tectc_ chamscteristic is de£e_ir_d by tb._ _'OOD _I the gate output
i1 + C. -NOe_O-TliO Adder Phase De_,ector
' L: :_".-+
;T .... + The I._IM fo_ o_ the plmse :Jet, corot c_,nsidered consists of e
Ii -_+-;. positive and nogati_ Modulo T%+o Adder ([,_clusiv_ OA '.'_te)whoso outpats
_" _ ll1,,111BlX_d,,,The s:L,_:p'LL_..Io"_ diaE_'a_ ,3f _:#:iss_+_tem iS showR in ,fip,_:
i: h.2z.
: . m....... +.2"Q----:,;+---+--]
+ _ gO++.'im_.,+. -- ." , >, JLwP
I: "q+'"+-LL_ i ./+ --" : -- - i/;,-,-+.+:i
...|: L _ +.___ .............j L.........._ J .! ,i P ................+" I ) | I+; . : !........... _+;--4Z,:_+:.v:+"
.:_[: i........... 1
,II. Figu_ _22 Simplified Nagrs_0 o£ ._',.o'J,2 _,dr.._r.._mso
._ Ib
• _ ......... • .--_' _ : .:.G".'*-"_+-.'::,++;+_.+:; :_:.:_:_-,`:.,+,_++;+_+:::i+++_,:''.". - - - ,.:.:.-++:... _,:,__ _+::
_: ,;,.:+.,2::.:. , ......... ,,+... ....... + +,.+,,._.........._,.__!c-.+_.+
..+ ",,*',,_ "-- ++_+.++:,++,+."++.+,_+;.+2.0+7<_.;;_;'G+_++'.,;_'+_:.." , .+:_ .... " , , ' .,'¢_e.,++::+ +,;__+.'-+.,,.+J,_.
+_ . ,.+ +;+:+.........
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The autocozTelation function of bhJs y/stem is shown in [i_Ire 4.23,
0 ;/---- ¢_
Figure 4.23 Autocorrelation of' Modulo Two Adder
The linearity of the ramp shown is determined by the - __ga,_ ou5put
waveforms. _e ideal linear region extends fr:-m+ to - ,
The delay of the gates aqd inve:tar is anoroximat_]y 10 n_econds.
d. Conclusion
The principal phase detector _'."_e_.ers inclaqc l) Linearity
over the re,Tion+ 1 radian. 2) Delay 3) Simplicity h) i2o_ _c/_ re-
jection. The ty_O of phase c_mparator that appears _o _e most prc.n,ising
is the £1ip ?lop Sawtooth Phase C,-_mparator becau.c "ibs i,:_eallinch" r_:_ien
_S twice that of the __'_arly-'mte_Gateand .,_' _o-Two Add,.*._', surth_;', this
uni_ exhibits minimum delay, itz llnearity is de_ermJned b/ cl_p accuracy ,
and it is _ac5 simpler than the others considered. However, at zel'o phase
error, _e Early-Late-Gate auc the Mod-Two Adder circuits jive output
waveforms wi'bh small 12.5 /_C/5 content, _4_ereas the .'lip-_lop Comparator
yleld a 12.5 ,_¢./.s sq'm_'ewave. At a __ T_/2 pha_e shi"t,_ t_,e former ¢_-
cu2tl producea ].2.5_/sec s_-are wave' ' _-__" . . w.; ..e the' _Itp-"'lop c_....._ t," P, raves
_)41 rati_ 12.g /V/c/.s wave "Tho 12.5 /lq,./_ r,ont:'nt .," "._ .... o. the "_lip--iop
comparator ap,)ro_ches zero a_ the :_ha "e ap:u-,>ache,._+ _r. _i
. , J;_




i This _ealmess of the F!ip-Tlof_ce_paratcr msl,_ circ_nwlnted
B
I by using two Jllp-Fl_?s, driven by the inverse out,mrs from the Dividerchain and the reference squarer. _"_nis_ives two ide:_ticalou_.pu5_ve-
forms d_splaced 40 nanoseconds in time which may be s_med and filtered
by the loop, At all _hase errors the 12.5 /_/I con_ent is now zero,
- except for a small amount due to an unbalar:cein zircuit delays, amplitudes
" and waveforms. Th_ fundamental frequency in the sum i _ A_/_. This
has minimum amplitudes at phase em_ors of O and + 77", wi_h ._mxim:anat
i An alters%tire apl)ro_chwould be to cut 5he frequency d!vlde¢
to ._" 2 and to r_2nthe pPmse detoctor at 25 iW_ fr_q ency. This!
wo_Id give _ zero 12.5 ./_c_ out!>._t,but w:_,:idrequ re the linearlty
"j
J _ of 5he phase detector to be sdcq_mte owr + 2 radianSo
!
Eibher method erml!es the !2.5 A_ le_k to be _educed and also
J
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